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• i. INTRODUCTION

How much noise is there in America? Previous EPA documents

(such as the Title IV report [i] _, its several backup techni-

cal documents [2,3,4], and the "Levels Document" [5]) have

addressed this question in varying degrees. In this report

existing information has been used, other information has been

updated, and the range of noise producers has been broadened,

in an attempt to define the extent of the noise problem in

America even more comprehensively.

By virtue of the Noise Control Act of 1972 [6], the EPA was

given a leadership role in assessing and controlling the noise

in this country. Under this authority, EPA has published a

national strate_ of noise control [7], which includes goals

for a national program of noise _qntrol and various elements

of such a program. The general goal of the national noise

control effort_ taken directly from the Noise Control Act, is

"to promote an environment for all Americans free from noise

that Jeopardizes their health or welfare." Among the elements

of this national program are the control of major noise

sources (_hrough Federal regulations, State and local control,

labeling, and enforcement activities), study of health and

welfare effects, and dissemination of information to the

i public on noise levels and their effects.
r

i! A definition of the present extent of the noise problem in

_ America, in total as well as for individual noise producers,

is crucial in designing a program to control noise sources in

terms of establishing both relative priorities and the amount

of noise control necessary. The purpose of this report, bhen,

*References are listed on Page 17.



is to provide information in support of these noise control

activities. Specifically, this report attempts to define the

number of Americans exposed to different levels of noise, and

the sources of noise to which they are exposed.

2. CATEGORIES OF NOISE PRODUCERS

Noise is a ubiquitous by-product of our modern mechanized

society. Since it is difficult to find a device that does not

produce noise, the number of noise producers in this country

is gIEantlc. To quantify the extent of the noise problem, the

noise producers ape divided in this report into ii categories,

based primarily on the situations in which the noise producers

occur. Within a given category, therefore, varlous devices

generally have similar noise-generating properties and opera-

tional characteristics.

Table 1 lists the noise categorles on which this report con-

centrates (one in each Appendix).

Where does noise affect people? As shown in Table i, the

categories of noise producers described in this report include

four primary scenarios of exposure in:

The community

Buildings

The workplace

Transpor_ationlrecreatlonal devices.

-2-



TABLE i. NOISE SOURCE CATEGORIES INCLUDED IN THIS REPORT.

See

Category Appendix

Traffic Noise Exposure In the Community C

Aircraft Noise Exposure In the Community D

Construction Noise Exposure in the Community E

Rall Noise Exposure in the Community F

Industrial Noise Exposure in the Community O

A6rlcultural Noise Exposure in the Community H

• Buildlng Meshanloal Equipment Noise Exposure I

in the Oommunl_y and in Buildlngs

!_i Home Appliances, Power Shop Tools, and Garden J

{ Equipment Noise Exposure in the Community and

,,, in Buildings, and Exposure of Operators

_'_ Occupational Noise Exposure K

TranspoPta_ion Noise Exposure of Operstors L

-,+ and Passengers
!+i
s_

i!i Reoreatlonal Noise Esposure of Operators M

_ and PassenEerS

_;
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3. EVALUATING NOISE EXPOSURE AND NOISE IMPACT

The extent of the noise produced by a particular device or

source has many dimensions: the intensity, or loudness, of

the noise at a particular polnt, as described by Its "noise

level"; the time characteristics of the noise in terms of its

duration, the tlme of day i_ occurs, and whether it is a con-

tlnuous or intermittent sound; the spread of the noise over a

geographic area; and the number of people exposed to the par-

ticular noise. These aspects considered together constitute

the noise exposure. As shown in Fig. i, the noise exposure

nationwide for a particular noise source, that is, a noise

producer, !s based upon:

The emission levels and operating characteristics

of the source

The characteristics of the transmission path between

the source and the people who hear the source noise

The distribution of people relative to the source.

Per the purpmse of defining noise exposure in indoor and out-

door environments at specific locations, the EPA has adopted

the yearly day-nlght sound level, Ldn [5]. Appendix A

desorlbss thls measure of noise exposure (and others) in de-

tail. (A glossary of noise descriptors and other acoustlc

terms As provided in Appendix B.)

To describe the noise exposure of individuals to levels of

noise thaC might resul_ In hearing loss, the EPA has adopted

the 24-hour equivalent sound level, Leq(24)[5]. This

measure is the equivalent sound level (see Appendix A for a

-4-
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description) averaged over a full 24-hour day. [When the

noise exposure from sources other than workplace noise sources

throughout the day is low enough to result in a negligible

contribution to the 24-hour average, the Leq(24) is simply

5 dB higher in level than the 8-hour workplace equivalent

sound level, Leq(8).]

The pervasiveness of the noise exposure from a particular

noise source is described in terms of the number of people

exposed to various levels of Ldn or Leq(24), depending

upon the exposure scenario. The intensity and time character-

istics of the noise and the effects of the transmission path

characteristics are incorporated in the noise measure [either

Ldn or Leq(24)]; the geographic distribution of the

noise source and the people it affects are reflected in the

n_bers of people exposed to the various levels, bus, the

distribution of people as a function of the noise level pro-

ridge a very complete description of the extent of noise pro-

blems in America.

Howeverj this description of the noise exposure says nothing

about the effects of the noise on Ehe people exposed. In

, order to evaluate such effects to determine if the noise expo-

sure is creating an impact on a certain segment of the popula-

tion, the noise exposure must be compared with criteria that

have been developed for the various effects, following the

steps shown in Fig, i.

In the Levels Document [5], EPA has identified an Ldn

value of 55 dB outdoors as the level below which the public

health and welfare would be protected with an adequate margin

of safety in residential a_eas. Similarly, an Ldn value

of 45 dB indoors is the level identified for an acceptable

-6-



living space. In order to protect against hearing loss, an

Leq(24) of 70 dB is the level identified (corresponding to

an Leq(8) Of 75 dB, when the B-hour noise exposure

dominates the 24-hour exposure). When these Idenbifled levels

are exceeded, a noise "impact" is assumed to occur.

In summary, the extent of noise in America is described in

bhis report as the number of people nationwide exposed to

various noise levels for individual categories of noise

sources. Therefore, evaluating the noise impact with regard

be individual noise effects or for different noise scenarios

involves assessment of the number of people at each level of

exposure above an appropriate hrlterlon level.

4. DEVELOPMENT OF ESTIMATES OF THE EXTENT OF NOISE EXPOSURE

As described earlier, eleven categories of noise sources have

been defined for the purpose of estimating the nationwide ex-

tent of noise exposure. Table 1 lists these categories and

the appendices that are devoted to these sources. Each

appendix includes, where appropriate, a dessPiptlon of the

noise model used to develop the exposure estimates, data on

source noise emissions and operating oharacberisties, trams-

mission path characteristics, population dlsbrlbutlon informa-

bion, and the resulblng exposure estimates.

Certain noise source categories have been omitted or are in-

esmplebe. They include the noise of commercial establish-

ments, such as automobile repair shops, and the occupational

noise exposure of some industries for which data are lacking.

Similarly, the noise of people and animals has not been in-

+, eluded (although on the local level, bhese are often the most

_ common sauses of noise complaints)

h



The noise producers covered in this report are mechanical de-

vices. Throughout America, however, an "ambient" or background

sound level caused by natural phenomena (rain, wind, insects,

etc.) also occurs. Most ambient noise levels range from 35-55

dB [3] as reported in surveys. Very little data exist which

can produce estimates of any seien:Iflc significance. Amblen_

noise is believed to have a minimal impact on the population.

The noise exposure estimates contained in this report are based

on the latest information available at present (1980), although

for a number of sources the nonacoustic data used to maEe the

estimates (number of items in use nationwide, number of people

living in different areas of the country, etc.) are derived

from data from earlier years (typically 1975 and beyond).

5. SUMMARY OF NOISE EXPOSURE ESTIMATES

Appendices C through M provide estimates of the nationwide

noise exposure [In terms of the distribution of population ex-

posed to various levels of Ldn or Leq(2_)]. The esti-

mates for each noise category were developed on the basis of

analytical models that take into account characteristics of

both the noise source and the communities exposed. Models of

varying complexity are used to represent real llfe in sush a

way that the estimates can be obtained in quantitative terms.

AS Fig. i shows, each of the models uses the emission levels

and operating characteristics of the noise sources in each

pa_tloular noise category, transmission path characteristics,

and population distribution information.

-8-



To make _he noise exposure estimates, existing noise sources

and community data have been used. Generally, the noise source

levels are based upon levels reported In the literature. In a

few cases, however, little data are available for a particular

source. Data on operating characteristics and population dis-

tributions relative to numbers of sources have been harder to

find, and in these cases, assumptions have been made to produce

the estimates. Wherever possible, the sources of the data are

documented; assumptions used In the analyses are labeled as

such,

As a summary, Table 2 shows the estimated distribution of the

U.S. population as a function of Ldn value for the major

noise categories examined. The Ldn values refer to commu-

nity (residential) outdoor noise exposure (note that the con-

struction estimates include nonresidential outdoor exposure),

Similarly, Table 3 summarizes noise exposure estimates for

major indoor noise sources. Finally, Table _ summarizes the

occupational and nonoccupatlonal noise exposure with regard to

rise of nolse-induced hearing loss.

Concerning the information presented in these tables, it should

be emphasized that the underlylng data are of varying quality.

For the traffic, aircraft, railway, and construction noise

source categories, the estimates are based on extensive re-

search and measurement studies. For many of $he remaining

categories, the estimates are based on limited data and/or

simplistic models.

6. EXPOSURE TO MULTIPLE SOURCES

?!

As is often typical, a wormer incurring a glven noise exposure

!_ from his workplace may also experience additional high noise

exposure as'he commutes to work or Joins in recreational activ-

e, Itles. Unfortunately, there are no data available relating

,3



TAI][J£ 2. S(_ARY O[,' U.S. POP(ILAIqONEXPOS[_'FO VARIOUSI_4]SLS Og Ldna OR IIIOlh_ [_OM
NOISi£SOURCe3IN 1lIE C(_4UNITY.t

I,dn NLu,hsP(In Millions) of People For Faeh Noise CateRor,_mm

(dlt) Trafl3 e Aircraft Constraint lent t P_ll Industrial

>80 0.I 0.I -- -- --

>75 I.i 0.3 0.1 -- --

>70 5.7 1.3 0.6 0.8 --

>65 19.3 _I.7 2.1 2.5 0.3

>60 _16.6 11.5 7.7 3.5 1.9

>55 96.8 2J;.3 27.5 6.0 6.9

i_l t [dn levels are yearly averages,outdoors. .'
t Note that there Is au,e overlayanor_ impulationsexposed to different rDlse sourcesj

l.e.. s_ne of the 96.8 mlllloepeople exposed to _rafflc Ldn levels of 55 d8 811d

above are also exposed to aircraft levels (see Sac. 6 for es_Imatosof this overlap).

_x See the fo]]owli_ appendices for references to Individualnolse categories:

Noise Category _Appendix

Traffle C
Aircraft D
Construction E
l_ll F
Industrial 0

ttC_nsti_Js_lonestltraCesinclude both residentlaland nonresidentialexposure.



TABLE 3. SUMMARY OF U.E. POPULATION EXPOSED TO Ldn

LEVELS e OF 45 dB OR HIGHER FROM NOISE SOURCES

INDOORS.

Number (in Millions) o_
People Exposed to Ldn

Levels at or
Noise Source above 45 dBt

Clothes Dryer 42.3

Clothes Washer 52.6

Dehumidifier 39.4

Dishwasher 35.0

Refrigerator 68.6

Room Air Conditioner "" 78.9

Fan 118.3

Humidifier 46.0

*Ldn levels are yearly averages, indoors.

tFrom Appendix J.

+.
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TABLE 4. SUMMARY OF U.S. POPULATION EXPOSED TO Leq(R4 )
LEVELSS OF 70 dB AND 80 dB OR HIGHER FROM OCCUPATIONAL

AND NONOCCUPATIONAL NOISE SOURCES.

Number (in millions) of People

Exposed to Leq(24) Levels at
or above 70 and 80 dB

Noise Exposure Scenario 70. dB 80.dB

Oeoupatlonai$ (Appendix K)
Agriculture NAs* 0.3
Mining NA 0.4
Construction NA 0.5
Manufacturlng/Utility ]4A 5.1
Transportation NA 1.9
Military (DOD) NA 1.0

Total Ocoupatlonal NA 9.2

Nonoccupatlonal
Transportation 0perato_s/
Passengers (Appendix L)
Aircraft 0.4
Motorcycles 5.2 5.2
Buses 10.4

Rapid Transit 2.0
Recreational Operators/
Passengers (Appendix M)
Snowmobiles 1.7 1.7
Motorcycles(off-road) 2.6 3.6
Motorboats 2.3
Auto Racing 0.i 0.i

Consumer Products (Appendix J)
Power Shop Tools 30.7
Outdoor Power Equipment ii.0 6.6

Total Nonoocupa_lonal 66_?_ 1o._

Leq(24) levels are yearly averages. " " '

Occupational exposure estimates for Leq(24) levels of
70 dB are unavailable.

**NA denotes not available.

TTThle total may include some people counted twice because of
overlap. A to_al of occupational and nonoccupatlonsl ex-
posure is not included because of the probability of
additional overlap between the two populations.

-12-
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numbers of industrial workers Co the use of transportation or

recreational devices. One could, however, for different hypo-

thetical exposure profiles, determine the total exposure of a

person.

With regard to outdoor community exposure, the situation is

somewhat dlffePent. Most people are generally subjected to the

noise of more than one of the noise categories. In order to

account for this multiple exposure, it is helpful to note the

manner in which traffic noise, the most dominant noise source,

is distributed throughout the entire population of approximate-

ly 200 million people, m It is not unreasonable to assume that

the exposure of another noise source, like aircraft, night be

distributed across this population in a manner similar to that

of traffic noise. Similarly, constructlont, rail, and indus-

trial noise exposure could independently be distributed

throughout this population, in a-manner corresponding to the

traffic distribution. This traffic noise exposure distribution

is as follows (from Table 2):

Number of People Percentage of
Ldn Ran=e (dB) (Millions) Total Populatlon

>8O 0.I 0.05
75-80 1.0 0.5
70-75 4.6 2.3
65-70 13.6 6.8
60-65 27.3 13.7
55-60 5o.2 25.1
<55 103.2 51.5

_This population figure represents the approximate 1980 urban
and rural population, excluding the rural farm population.

tOnly residential construction noise exposure can be distrlb-
uted in this manner.

-13-



That is, 25.1% of the 200 milllon (non-farm) population in the

United States are exposed to traffic noise levels in the range

of 55 to 60 dB, 13.7% are exposed to traffic noise levels in

the range of 60 to 65 dB, etc.

Accordingly, the 12,8 million people exposed to aircraft levels

of 55 to 60 dB could be similarly distributed so that 25,1_

(3.2 million) are also exposed to traffic levels of 55 to 60

dB, and 13.7% (1.8 milllon) are also exposed to traffic levels

of 60 to 65 dB, etc. For these people, the combined exposure

will result in a higher total level than either the aircraft or

traffic exposure alone had indicated. In this way, the distri-

bution of people exposed to aircraft and traffic noise, con-

8truotlon and traffic noise, roll and traffic noise, and indus-

trial and traffic noise can be determined.

The distribution of people who are exposed to traffic but not

aircraft, construction, rail, and industrial noise can then

also be determined° For example, there are 43.2 million people

with residential exposure greater than 55 dB due to aircraft

(2_.3 million), construction (6.0 million, see Appendix E),

roll (6.0 million) and industrial (6.9 million) noise sources.

Of these, 13.7_ or 5.9 million will also be exposed tO traffic

nolme levels of 60 to 65 dB. Since there is a total population

of 27.3 million exposed to traffic noise levels of 60 to 65 dB,

21._ million will be exposed to traffic alone in this range.

Then the traffic alone, traffic plus aircraft, traffic plus

construction, traffic plus rail, and traffic plus industrial

distributions can be combined together. The individual and

combined distributions are shown In Table 5,

It is likely that there are some loeabions (and therefore, some

people) exposed to the noise of more than two sources (e.g.,



TA_ 5. U.S. POPULATION_LPO_[_ _O VARIOUS Z_V_tL_OP Ldn= OR HIOFL_

_OR OOH_ZN_DE._R3_R_'-__ _I_IC ANDCqll_ NOISE SOURCRqIN _ COMMUNITY.

NLm_e_ (in Mtlllone) of People
_affle Trafflo Tt_fCIc _cat'fio

Tra_'Cle a_J &Fld and &l+It|

Ldnt(cg_) Onl_ Alrorafb Cor_brnJcbloo_+ Rall Industrial Total

>80 0.i 0.i 0.2

>75 0.9 0.5 0.i 1.5

>70 _1.5 2.2 0.2 1.0 0.2 8.1

i >65 15.2 ?.6 0.8 3.0 1.2 21.8
J-J

>60 36.6 16.1 2.8 . 4.4 3.7 63.6

>58 J;9.2 2q.3 6.0 6.0 6.9 92.zI

Ubdn levels are yuaPly averages_ oub(k)ore..

1%31e(|letelb_bionstarts ab 58 dB since the _ulalyetsInvolves o_r_olnln_dlstrlbu_Ions

of population at 55 dB and above.

_Inoludea only r_sldential expoeuee to eor_euctlon noise.

-- . =



traffic, aircraft and rail). However, the distribution of peo-

ple exposed to two non-trafflc sources, as well as to tra_flc

noise, is unknown and difficult to estimate. Since the total

number of people exposed individually to construction, tall and

industrial noise above an Ldn value of 55 dB Is small (less

than 7 million each), It is reasonable to expect that the p0pu-

lation distribution for various Ldn values for multiple

sources would be quite small as well. Thus, to a first approx-

imation, bhe "total" distribution shown in Table 5 represents

the distribution of the U.S. population as a function of

Ldn level fo_ combined exposure to all outdoor noise
SOUrCes.

-16-
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APPENDIX A. DESCRIPTION AND MEASUREMENT OF SOUND

The nature of sound is often debated with the following ques-

tion: if a tree falls in the forest, and no one is near to

hear it fall, is there a sound? In other words, does sound

deal with a cause (a vibrating object such as the falling tree)

or with an effect (the sensory experience of hearing)? The

answer is that sound is both these things. It is both a physi-

cal event and a physiological sensation.

The sensation of sound is a result of oscillations in pressure,

particle displacement, and particle velocity, in an elastic

medium between the sound source and the ear. Sound is caused

when an object is set into vibration by a force. This vlbra-

tion causes molecular movement o£ the medium in which the

object is situated, thereby propagating a sound wave. Sound is

heard when a sound wave impinges on the human ear and is reoog-

aicsd by the brain. Further, the characteristics of the sound

wave must fall within the limitations of the human ear for the

sound to be heard because the human ear cannot hear all sounds.

Sound frequencies (pressure variation rates) can be too high

(ultrasonic) or too low (infrasonic), or the sound amplitudes

may be too sof_ to be heard by humans.

?i A.1 Sound Propagation

i! Sound is transmitted from the sound source to the air by the
!i movement of molecules in the medium. This molecular movement

(_ is called a sound wave.
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In air, sound waves are described in terms of propagated

changes in pressure that alternate above and below atmospheric

pressure. These pressure changes are produ0ed when a vibrating

sound source actually "bumps" into the adjacent air molecules

forcing them to move. These molecules, in turn, bump into

others farther away from the source, and so on. Thus, the

energy from the sound source is imparted to the air molecules

and thereby is transmltted through the medium, An analagous

situation occurs when dropping a pebble into a still pond.

When the pebble hits the water, waves on the surface emanate

from the point of impact in all directions, moving outward in

concentric spheres, while individual water molecules merely

oscillate up and down in one place.

There are bwo phases to a sound wave: compression and rarefac-

tion. The compression phase occurs when the air molecules are

forced close together (causing an Insbantaneous increase Im air

pressure), asd bhe rarefaction phase occurs when the air mole-

cules are pulled apart from each other (causing an instanta-

neous decrease in atmospheric pressure), The complete sequence

of one compression and one rarefaction is called a cycle. The

cycle of a soundwave and its component parts are illustrated

in Fig. A.I.

A.2 PeroepClen of Sound

The human abillby to perceive a specific sound depends upon

its magnitude and character, as differentiated from the magni-

tude and character of all the other sounds in the environment.
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A number of qualitative descriptions may be used to describe a

sound, such as:

Magnitude - loud or faint
Broadband frequency content - hlgh-pitched hiss or low

rumble

Discrete frequency content - tonal or broadband
Intermixing of pure tones - harsh or melodic
Time variation - intermittent, fluctuatln_

steady or impulsive
Duration - long or short.

Conventional measures of sound attempt to determine its magni-

tude wi_h respect to human perception, trying to account for

the frequency response characteristics of the ear. Most mea-

sures do not account for other subjective attributes. Such

attributes are difficult to measure individually, and it is

even more difficult to combine them into a single measure.

However, one or more of these at_rlbutes may be important in

enabling a human $o perceive a specific sound; for example, an

intermittent impulsive "rat-tat-tat" is more easily distin-

guishable than a steady broadband sound. To accoun_ for these

attributes, which are not easily measured, some noise rating

scales have fixed penalties that are applied to the measured

level to increase its value.

A.3 Magnitude of Sound

The unit used to measure the magmltude of sound level is the

decibel. In the phrase, "The sound level is so m_ny decibels"

its use is analogous _o Bhe use Of "inch" in the phrase, "The

length is so many inches" or to "desree" in the phrase, "The
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temperature on the Celsius scale is so many degrees". However,

unlike the scales of length and temperature, which are linear

scales, the sound level scale is logarithmic. For measurement

of sound pressure, sound pressure level (SPL) is defined as I0

times the logarithm to the base 10 of the ratio of the measured

mean square sound pressure (P) to the square of a specified

reference sound pressure (Pr):

SPL = i0 log (P/Pr)2,dB. (A.I)

By definition, _herefore, a sound that has 10 times the energy

of the reference sound is 10 decibels (dB) greater, and one

that has i00 times the enerE,y (or 10 x 10 times) of the refer-

ence sound is 20 dB greater (I0 + 10 dB).

The ear is sensitive to a wlde range of sound levels, and this

creates many difficulties in worklng with absolute sound pres-

sure units. For instance, the human ear is sensitive to a

pressure range greater than 0.00002 to 20,000 newtons per sq

meter. Because of the awkwardness and difficulty of wcrklng

wlt_ such a broad range of absolute units, the decibel has been

adopted to compress this large range and more closely follow

the response of the human ear.

The use of the logarlbhmlc decibel scale requlr=s somewhat dif-

ferent arithmetic than we are accustomed to using with linear

scales. For example, consider two similar but independent

_ noise sources operating simultaneously, and each producing an

average sound pressure P. The sound energy (square of the

ii sound pressure) generated by the two sources will add together

_ to give sound energy twice _hat which would result from either

source operating alone.
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However, the resulting sound pressure level (SPL') in dB from

the combined sources will be only 3 dB higher than the level

produced by either source alone, since the logarithm of 2 is

0.3 and i0 times 0.3 is 3. This solution can be shown mathe-

matically as follows:

SPL' = l0 log (P + P ) / Pr = i0 log 2 P /Pr

= I0 log 2 + i0 log P /Pr = 3 + SPL. (A.2)

If we have two sounds of different magnitude from independent

sources, then the level of the sum will always be less than 3

dB above the level produced by the greater source alone. If

the two sound sources produce individual levels that are dif-

ferent by I0 dB or more, then adding the two together produces

a level that is not signlflcan_l_-different from that produced

by the greater source operating alone, as illustrated in Fig.

A.2.

Two sounds that have the same sound pressure level may "sound"

quite different (l,e., a rumble vs a hiss) because of differing

distributions of sound energy in the audible frequency range.

The distribution of sound energy as a function of frequency is

termed the "frequency spectrum" (see Fig. A.3 for an example).

The spectrum is important to the measurement of the magnitude

of sounds because the human ear is more sensitive to sounds at

some frequencies than at others. For example, the human ear

hears better in the frequency range of 1,000 to I0,000 cycles

per second (or Hertz) than at very much lower or higher fre-

quencies. Therefore, in order to determine the magnitude of a

sound on a scale that is proportional to _he magnitude as per-

ceived by a human, it is necessary to weight that part of
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the sound energy spectrum humans hear most easily; that is,

count it more heavily when adding up the total sound energY as

perceived. Figure A.4 illustrates this concept of weighting

the physical sound energy spectrum to account for the frequency

response of the ear.

A.4 Frequency Weighting

Scientists who wore in acoustics have attempted for many years

to find the ideal method to weight the frequency spectrum of

sound to match accurately the perception of sound by the human

ear. These attempts have produced many different scales of

sound m_asurement, including A-welghted sound level (and also

B, C, D, and E-welghted sound levels), perceived noise leve_,

and loudness. A-welghtlng, which was developed in the 1930_

for use in a sound level meter, _gcompllshes the weighting y
an electrical network that works in manner similar to the b _s

and treble controls on a hi-fi set.

A-welghtlng has been used extensively throughout the world to

measure the magnitudes of sounds of all types. Because of its

universality, it was adopted by the EPA and other government

agencies for the descrlpclon of sounds in _he environment. A

newer welghClng, such as D or E, based on the decade of re-

search leading to the perceived noise level scale, might even-

( tually supplant A-weigbtlng as the universal method. But until

_ one of these newer scales is in common use and its superiority
,i

_) over A-welghtlng for measurement of environmental sounds is

_i demonstrated, A-welghtlng is expected to dominate.

The zero value on the A-welghted sound level scale (sound

level, for short) is the reference pressure of 20 micronewtons
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per square meter (_N/M2). This value was selected because it

approximates the smallest sound pressure that can be detected

by a human. "The average A-welghted sound level of a whisper at

a 1-meter distance from the person who is whispering is 40 dB;

the sound level of a normal voice speaking 1 meter away is 57

dB; a shout, 1 meter away, is _5 dB.

A.5 Time Variation of Sound

Generally, the magnitude of sound in the envlronmen_ varies in

a random fashion with time. There are many exceptions; for ex-

ample, the sound level of a waterfall is relatively constant

with time, and the sound level of a room air conditioner is

periodically high and low, depending on whether it is on or

off. But in most places the outdoor sound is ever-changing in

magnitude, because it is Influenm_d by sounds from many

sources--people, animals, many types of vehicles, near and

far. Figure A.5 illustrates how the sound level of different

types of sounds vary over time.

In one sense, the variation of sound levels with time is analo-

gous to the variation in shade (light co dark) in a picture or

one's surroundings. Similarly, the changing characteristics of

the subjective attributes and frequency spectrum to the ear

might be analogous to change in color to the eye. It may be

that the changes in magnltude and character of the sound in the

environment with time add richness to the human environmental

experience, as do visual changes in intensity and color. Cer-

tainly the varying sounds of bird songs and rustling leaves in

the forest are more rewarding than the utter silence that pre-

cedes a storm or the steady hum of a noisy ballast transformer

in a fluorescen_ light. Changing patterns of sound serve to
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make us continually aware of llfe going on around us and seem

to provide assurance that all is well. However, if the fluctu-

ation in magnitude of sound exceeds the range that is acceptable

in a specific context, if the average sound level is high enough

to interfere with verbal communication, Job performance, or some

other activity, oP if a sound of unusual character or undesir-

able connotation is heard, the subconscious feeling of well-

being may be replaced with feelings of adverslveness and annoy-

anCeo

It is easy to measure the continuously changing magnitude of the

sound level. It may be displayed on a Eraphlc level recorder,

in which a pen traces a line on a sheet of moving paper. Fig.

A.6 illustrates two 8-min. samples of such a recordlnE. Several

featuDes of these two samples should be noted.

The first feature Is that the sound level varies with time over

a range of 33 dB, which is a ratio of 2000 to 1 in sound energy.

8eoond_ in these two samples, the sound appears to be charac-

terized by a falrl_ steady-state lower level, upon which the

increased sound levels associated with discrete (individual)

single events are superimposed. This fai_l F constant lower

level is often called the residual sound level. An example of

residual sound is the continuous sound one hears in The bacMysrd

at night, when no single source can be identified, so the sound

seems to come from "all around." The distinct sounds t_at are

superimposed on the residual sound level, such as the aircraft

overflight, cars, and dogs barking, can be classified as the

result of a succession of slnEle events.
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Each single event may be partially characterized by its maximum

level. It may also be characterized by its time pattern. The

sound level of the aircraft in the example is above that of the

residual sound level for approximately 80 sec, whereas the

sound levels from the cars passing by on the street are above

the residual sound level for much shorter durations, ranging

between about 5 and 20 sec. Clearly, if the sound associated

with these single events were of sufficient magnitude to in-

trude on an individual's activltles--conversation, thinking,

watching television, etc.--the duration factor might be ex-

pected to affect his degree of annoyance• Similarly, it might

be anticipated that the number of times such an event recurred

also would affect his degree of annoyance.

The data from these continuous recordings of sound are very

: instructive in providing an understanding of the nature of the

outdoor sound environment at any neighborhood locaclon. How-

ever, in order to quantify an outdoor sound environment at one

location so that it can be compared with the sound environment

at other locations, it is useful to simplify its description by

eliminating much of the temporal detail. One way of accom-

plishing this simplification Is to measure the value of the

residual sound level and the values of the maximum sound level

for specific single event sounds at various times during the

day, using either a simple sound level meter or the continuous

graphic level recording of its output. Another method of quan-

_Ifylng the sound environment is to determine the statistical

properties of bhe sound level by attaching a statistical anal-

yzer to the output of the sound level meter. _Is procedure

allows one to determine _he amount of time that the sound level

exceeds any stated sound level, or_ conversely, the sound level

that is exceeded for a stated percentage of the time. A third
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method is to determine the value of a steady-state sound that

has the same A-welghted sound energy as that eontalned In the

tlme-varylng sound. This value is termed the equivalent sound

level. These three methods of deriving single number measures

of time-varylng noise levels are illustrated in Fig. A.7.

Each of these descriptors has Its own special usefulness.

Residual and maximum sound levels are easily measured by simple

equipment; however, such measurements glve no indication of the

duration of the various single events, nor a notion of the

average "state" of the environment.

The statistical method is relatively difficult to accomplish

with simple equipment. Most monitoring systems designed for

the purpose can give the complete detailed statistical distri-

bution curve of sound level vs time for any desired duration:

for example, each hour of the day_ daytime or nighttime, or a

24-hour day. Such a curve is often a most ussful reduction of

the detail conCalned in the graphic level recording, although

it eliminates all information about specific events.

The equivalent sound level is also best measured with an in-

strument or monitoring system designed specifically for this

purpose. A single value can be obtained for any desired dura-

tion, a value that includes all of the tlme-vary!ng sound ener-

gy in the measurement period. As such, !t is a more complete

description than a single value of level and time taken from a

statlstleal description. For example, if the "level that is

exceeded i0_ of the total time" is used as the descriptor of

the tlme-varylng sound, Its value remains constant and

independent of the magnitudes of all higher level sounds as

long as their durablons are less than 10% of the total time,
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whereas the energies associated with these sounds of hlgner

level are fully accounted for in the equivalent sound level,

The major virtue of the equivalent sound level is that its mag-

nitude correlates well with the effects on humans that result

from a wide variation in types of environmental sound levels

and time patterns. It has been shown to provide good correla-

tion between noise and speech interference and noise and risk

of hearing loss. It also is the basis for the measure of the

total outdoor noise environment, the day-night sound isvel,

which correlates well with community reaction to noise and to

the results of social surveys of annoyance to aircraft noise.

The day-night sound level is defined as the A-weighted equlva-

lent sound level for a 24-hour period with a +10-dB weighting

applied to the equivalent sound &evels measured during the

nighttime hours of i0 p.m. to 7 a,m. The nighttime weighting

increases the levels measured during the nighttime by IU dB.

Hence, an environment that has a measured daytime equivalent

sound level of 60 dB and a measured nighttime equivalent sound

level of 50 dB has a weighted nighttime sound level of 60 dB

(50 + i0) and a day-nlght sound level of 60 dB. Examples of

measured day-nlght sound levels are given in Fig, A.8.

A.6 Char_eterlzlnE Specific Sounds

The sounds that, combined, make envlronmental sound can be con-

sidered a collection of steady-state sources (such as trans-

formers) and the sounds of t!me-varylng single-event sources

which occur at random or regular Intervals (such as moving '

vehicles), superimposed on a quaslsteady-state residual or

background level of sounds whleh are indistinguishable.
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The descriptor of the steady-state sound is simply the A-

weighted sound level and the duration of the event. _e des-

criptor for the time-varylng sounds associated with single

events must include both magnitude and duration. One method is

to measure the maximum sound level and the duration in which

the sound level is above a stated number of decibels below the

maximum level: for example, the number of seconds between the

time that the sound rises from i0 dB below maximum, to maximum,

and falls again to i0 dB below maximum. An alternative des-

crlptlon, which produces a single value for the sound of the

single event is the sound exposure l@vel) the level of the

total sound energy at the microphone resulting from the event.

These concepts are illustrated in _Ig. A.9.

A.7 Summ_ry of Key De_crlptora of Sound

For the purpose of quantifying environmental sound in this dis-

cussion, four quantities listed in Table A.I are useful. All

are baaed on the A-welghtlng, which accounts approximately for

the frequency response of the ear. All have logarithmic

scales, all use the decibel (dB) as their unit, and all have

the same magnitude of the reference sound pressure of 20 micro-

newtons per square meter.
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TABLE A.I. PRINCIPAL DESCRIPTORS OF ENVIRONMENTAL SOUND.

Symbol Short Principal
Quantity Abbreviation Description Uses

Sound L Mean square value of Describes magni-
Level A-welghted sound pres- rude of a sound

sure level at any time at a specific
referenced to a refer- position and
ence pressure time

Sound Ls Time integralof the Describes mag-
Exposure mean square A-welght- nltude of all of
Level ed sound pressure the sound at a

referenced to a mean specific posi-
square reference pres- tion accumulated
sure and 1-see dura- during a speei-

tion .. fle event,Or
for a stased
time interval

Equivalent Leq Level of a steady Describes aver-
Sound sound that has the age (energy)
Level same sound exposure state of environ-

level as a time- ment; usually em-
varying sound over ployed for dur-
stated time inter- atlons of i hr

val [Leo(1)], _ br
[Leq(_)], or 24
hr [Leq (24)]

Day-Night Ldn Equivalent sound Describes average
Sound level for a 24-hr environment in
Level period with a +lO residentialsltu-

dB weighting applied atlons; account-
to all sounds occur- ing for effect of
ring between IO p.m. nighttime noises;
and 7 a.m. often is averaged

over a 365-day
year
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APPENDIX B. GLOSSART OF NOISE TERMS*

Acoustic Intensity - see Sound Intensity.

Acoustic Power - see Sound Power.

Ambient Noise - Ambient noise is the overall composite of

sound in a given environment.

Amplitude - A Sound's amplitude can describe the magnitude of

sound at a given location away from _he source, that is,

its sound pressure or sound intensity, or it can refer to

_he overall ability of the source to emit sound measured

by its sound power.

Anechoic Room - An anechoic room has essen_ia!ly ao boundaries

_o reflect sound energy generated _herein. Thus, a sound

field generated within an anechoic room is referred to as

m free field.

Audio_ram - An audiogram is a record of hearing threshold lev-

els as a function of frequency. The threshold levels are

referenced _o statistically normal hearing _hreshold

levels.

Audiometer - An audiometer is an instrument for measuring

hearing sensitivity.

Critical Band - A critical band is a frequency bandwidth char-

ac_eristlc of human ears. Noise st frequencies outside

this bandwidth has minimal effect on masking a tone a_

any given critical band's center frequency.

Cycle - A cycle of a periodic function is the complete se-

quence of values that occur in a period.

Cycle per second - see Frequency.

Declhel (dE) - The decibel is a convenlent means for

describing the logarithmic level of sound in_enslty,

sound power, or Sound pressure above arbitrarily chosen

_ reference values.

A_

*This glossary has been adapted from the EPA Report "Noise

_'i Training Manual," by P.L. Michael et al, December 1977.
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Diffuse Sound Field - A diffuse sound field has sound pressure

levels that are essentially the same throughout, and the

directions of propagation ere wholly tandem in distribu-
tion.

Effective Sound Pressure - The effective sound pressure at a

given location is found by calculating the root-mean

square value of the instantaneous sound pressure measured

over a period of time at that location.

Free field - In a free field, sound that is radiating from a

source can be measured accurately without interference

from the test space. Absolute free-field condlslons are

rarely found, except in expensive anechoic (echo-free)

test chambers; however, approximate free-fleld conditions

exist in _y homogeneous space where the distance from

reflecting surfaces to the measurin6 location is much

_reater th_n the wave lengths of the sound that is being

_easured.

Frequent[ - The frequency Of sound describes the rate at which

complete cycles of pressure are produced by the sound

source. The unit of frequency is the cycle per second

(ope) or preferatly, the hertz (Rz). The frequency range

of the human ear is highly dependent upon the individual

and the sound level, but a person with normal hearlng

will have z frequency ranKe of approxlmstely 20 to 20,000

Hz at moderate sound levels. The frequency of s sound

wave that is heard by a listener is the ssme ss the

frequency of the vlbracln_ so_ree if the distance between

the source and the fletcher remains constant; however,

the frequency detected by & listener increases or

decreases as the distance from the source decreases or

increases (Doppler ef_'ect).
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Hertz - see Frequency.

Infransonie Frequency - Sounds of an infrasonic frequency are

below the audible frequency range.

Intensity - see Sound Intensity.

Level - The level of any quantity, when described in decibels,

is i0 times the logarithm of the ratio of that quantity

to a reference value.

Loudnes_ - The loudness of sound !s an observer's _mpresslon

of its amplitude, which includes the response character-

istics of the ear.

Noise - The terms "moles" and "sound" are often used inter-

changeably but, generally, sound is descriptive of useful

communication or pleasast sounds, such as music; whereas,

noise is used bo describe dissonance or unwanted sound.

Noise Reduction Coefficient (NRC) - The noise reduction coef-

ficient is the arithmetical average of zhe sound absorp-

tion coefficients of a material at 250: 500, !000, and

2000 Hz.

Octave Band - An octave band is a frequency bandwidth that has

an upper band-edge frequency equal to twice its lower

band-edge frequency.

One-Thlrd Octave Band - A frequency band whose cutoff fre-

quencies have a ratio of 2 I/3, which is approximately

1.26. The cutoff frequencies of 891 Ms and i123 HZ

define a one-third octave band centered at 1000 Ha.

Peak Level - The peak sound pressure level is the maximum in-

stantaneous level that occurs over any specified clme

period.

Period - The period (T) is the time (in seconds) required for

one cycle of pressure chan_e to take place; hence, it is

!_ the recZprocal of the frequency,
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Pitch - Pitch is a subjective measure of auditory sensation

that relates primarily to the frequency of a sound.

Power - see Sound Power.

Pure Tone - A pure tone is a sound wave whose instantaneous

sound pressure is a simple slnusoldal function of time,

Random-lncidence Sound Fiel 9 -see Diffuse Sound Field.

Random Noise - Random noise is made up of many frequency com-

ponents whose instantaneous amplitudes occur randomly as

a function of time.

Reverberation - Reverberation occurs when sound persists after

direct reception of the sound has stopped. The rever-

beration of a space is specified by the "reverberation

time," which is the time required, after the source has

stopped radlatlnE sound, for the rms sound pressure to

decrease 60 dB from its steady-state level.

Root-Mean Square Sound Pressure - The root-mean-square (rms)

value of a ehanEin8 quantlt_, such as sound pressure, is

the square root of the mean of the squares of the instan-

taneous values of the quantity.

Sound - see Noise.

Sound Intensity (I) - The sound intensity at a specific

location is the average rate at which sound energy is

transmitted through a unit area normal to the direction

of sound propa_atlon. The unles used for sound Intensit_

are Joules per square meter per second. Sound intensity

_s also expressed in terms of a level (sound intensity

level, LI) in decibels referenced to l0-!2 watts per

square meter.

Sound Power (P) - The sound power of a source is the total

sound energy radiated by the source per unit time. Sound

power is normally expressed in terms of a level (sound

power level, Lp) in decibels referenced to 10"12
watts.
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Sound Pressure (p) - Sound pressure normally refers to the rms

value of the pressure changes above and below atmospheric

pressure when used to measure steady-state noise. Short-

term or Impulse-type noises are described by peak

pressure values. The unit used to describe sound

pressures is the pascal (Pa); 1 Pa equals 1 newton per

square meter (N/mr). Sound pressure is also described

in terms of a level (sound pressure level, Lp) in

decibels reference to 10-5 Pa.

Standing Waves - Standing waves are periodic waves that have a

fixed dletrbutlon in the propagation medium.

Transmission Loss (TL) - Transmission loss of a sound barrier

may be defined as i0 times the logarithm (to the base i0)

of the ratio of the incident acoustic energy to the

acoustic energ_ transmitted through the barrier.

Ultrasonic - The frequency of ultrasonic sound is higher than

that of audible sound.

Velocity - The speed at which the regions of sound-produclng

pressure changes move away from the sound source is call-

ed the velocity of propagation. Sound velocity (e)

varies directly with the square root of the density and

inversely with the compressibility of the transmitting

medium as well as with other factors; however, in a given

medium, the velocity of sound is usually considered

constant under normal conditions. For example, the

velocity of sound is approximately 344 m/set (1,130

rt/sec) in air, 1432 m/set (4,700 ft/sec) in water, 3962

m/sec (13,000 ft/sec) in wood and 5029 m/set (16,500

ft/ses) in steel.

Wavelength - The dls_ance cequlred to complete one pressure

cycle is called one wavelength. It may be calculated

from known values of frequency (f) and velocity (c):I -

clf.
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White Noise - White noise has an essentially random spectrum

with equal energy per unit frequency bandwidth over a

specified frequency band.
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APPENDIX C. TRAFFIC NOISE EXPOSURE IN THE COMMUNITY

C.I Urban Traffic Noise Exposure

C.l.l Noise exposure model

Esblmates of the noise exposure caused by roadway traffic in

urban areas nationwide have been generated by the EPA using

the National Roadway Traffic Noise Exposure Model (NRTNEM)

[C-I]. This computer model simulates the noise generated by

traffic flow on the several categories of roads throughout the

country, and estimates noise exposure by considering the dis-

trlhution of the population relative to the roadway network

and the characteristics of vehicles operating on that network.

The baseline year for which detailed _nformation on roadway

traffic conditions, vehicle operational characteristics, and

population distributions are input in _he computer program is

197_. (The model makes estimates of n,lse exposure for later

years by internally projecting these (naracterlstlcs as neces-

sary. For this report, the estimates obtained for 1980 are

used.)

The model contains six functional classifications of roadways,

with traffic flow characteristics broken down by place and

size. Table C.I lists the mileage, average daily traffic

(ADT), and daily vehicle miles _ravele,_ (DVMT) in 1974 for

each of the roadway classifications used in the model. The

roadway mileage does not change from 1974 to 1980, but the ADT

and DVMT are internally increased in the model Dy factors tha:

reflect projections for the current numbcr of vehicles on the

road. These factors are a complex function of the different

i' traffic mix in each place size/ roadway type category. Al-

though the average overall vehicle growth facto_ between 1974

_i and 1980 is not calculated by _he model, based on the increase

_ in ADT and DVMT, it is estimated as approximately 20_._L

i
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Table C.I Includes data also for rural areas. These data are

used in See. C.2 for rural noise exposure estimates.

In order to estimate the noise levels generated on this road-

way network, the model uses four major categories of vehlcles

(light vehicles, irucMs, buses, and motorcycles), which are

further divided into 14 cubeateMorles. For each of these sub-

categories, the model contains four operati?nal modes: Idle,

aoceleratlon, deceleration, and cruise. Data on the emission

levels appropriate to each operating mode for each vehicle and

the percentage of time that a vehicle is operated in a paP-

tlculaP operating mode are included In the model. For each

sate_ory of roadway, the model also contains data on the rela-

tlve mix of vehicles.

The national urban population in 1980 is estimated in the

model to be 160 million people.* It is divided among eight

place sizes, with four population density categories for each

place size. Table 0.2 lists the population and areas assocl-

ated with each of these oateEorles (as well as for rural).

The noise level at a Eiven distance from a particular roadway

is determined by summation of the noise levels of the indi-

vidual vehicles on that roadway. DependinE upon the popula-

tion density, one of three propagation curves is used to estl-

mate the noise level at various distances away from the road-

way. Using data on the distribution of traffic over 24- hour

periods, the Ldne at dlfferen_ distances from the roadways

are determined.

41970 Series I projections.
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TAL_,KC.2. 1980 POPULA'I'ION(IN MILLIONS) ANDLAND AI_A (IN SQ(J_IEM[[_) BY PLACESIZE ANDFOPL1LAT10N

DP.W3I'I'_CLASS[C--1].

PopLILal;ton Place Size

l._r_sLI:.y lM _O01c 200k lOOk 501c 25k 51c Urban ' '

Ca_e[_or,,y Parml_Cep >2M -2H -]M -5001( -200k -100k -50k -25k _bCal RuPal

1 PolXdatioa 6.06 2.25 0.39 1.6Jl 1.18 1.09 O.Jl_ 1.89 ih.98 71.88

Az,_ 1311.2 272 63 215 217 329 58 220 1570.2 3,Jl_b,938

2 _olu]atLon 2q.06 II.37 2.18 lO.6Jl 2.99 2.16 3.0zl 5.07 5/1.51 0

Area 3576 775 J188 *1558 1305 1115 896 1261 13,970.0 0

3 Pol_*laCion 23.32 lh 91 8.99 6.88 6.98 If.62 3.58 _.63 7/_•91 0

I° Area 8358 5080 JII126 5790 5266 zi195 2230 _1527 39,872.0 0

JI Lbpulal:iorl O 5.72 5.67 0 0 0 1.96 2.75 16,i0 0

Area JlO_9 It58zl 0 0 0 0 2769 58_9 17,262,0 0

'Ib_al Poimlat:iozl 53.ilzl 211.25 17,22 19.16 11.15 7.86 9.06 18.311 160.J18 71.8_

Area 12,0611.210,216.0 9561.0 10,563.0 6850.0 5639.0 5953.0 11,828,0 72,67JI.2 3,1176,938

'IbtalPopulal:ton= 232.36 mtlllon

'IblmlLand Area ==3,5119.612,2s! tulles



The model also Considers _oth primary and secondary exposure;

that is, the primary exposure of a person to the noise of a

roadway adjacent to his residence, and the secondary exposure

to the variety of roadways in the nearby vicinity of his resi-

dence. The primary exposure is determined by considering the

losatlon of people relative to roadways. The secondary ex-

posure is determined using a probabillstlc approach based upon

the ratio of land areas exposed to various levels of primary

and secondary noise exposure. The primary and secondary ex-

posures are summed to give the total exposure of residents in

a particular area.

C.1.2 Noise Exposure Ectlmates

Using the model described in Ref. C-I_, estimates of the

nationwide urban noise exposure have been developed, These

are listed in Table 0.3 for 1_74 and 19_0. As the table

shews, due to increases in the population and in the number of

vehicles on the road, the number of people exposed to various

levels of roadway traffic noise is estimated to have increased

by an averaEe of i0 to 15%.

A breakdown of the exposure of people to urban traffic noise

from various roadway types in different size towns Is shown in

Table C.4. These data were computed by the NRTNEM model for

19_0 [C-l]. The _ulM of the exposure occurs in places of

200,000 people or more. Major and minor arterlals are the

roadway tFpes that contribute the most _o roadway exposure.

SCompucatlons were performed in May 1980.
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TABLE C.3. U.S. POPULATION EXPOSED TO VARIOUS LEVELS OF

Ldn OR HIGHER PROM URBAN TRAFFIC NOISE.

Number (In,Milllons) of People_

Prior Es.tlma_es(C-2), . .

Cur_en_ Estimat,es(C-i) Streets Freeways

Ldn(dB) 1974 i$80 1974 1976 Total

>80 0.i 0.i 0.i 0.4 0.5

>75 0.9 1.1 1.3 0.8 2.1

>70 4.8 5.5 6.9 1.3 8.2

: >65 16.3 18.3 24.3 2.2 26.5
>60 39.8 43.8 59.0 S.5 62.5

>55 8S.0 92.0 93.4 5._ 98.8

* Does not include rural exposure.
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TABLE O._l. IJ.S. POPULATION (IN MILLIONS) EXPOSED TO 55 dB Ldn or [IIGHER

[SROM URI_AN TRAI_I_IONOISE, BY PLACE SIZE AND ROADWAY TYPE m.

Urban Place Slze (No. o_" People)

lm 500k 200K iOOk 50k 25k 5k

Roadway q'ype 21. -2m -lm -500k -200k -100k -50k -25k TotaI

Interstate 3.45 2.Oil 1.18 1.4_& 0.59 0.26 0.12 0.2J; 9.32

O_heh_ lll_hwuy 2.93 1.15 0.53 0.7_ 0.46 0.29 0.13 0.21 15.79

n
I Major Ar terlal 7.79 2.62 1.88 2.66 1.65 1.20 i.ii 2.22 21.13

Minos Arl_ertnl 7.78 3.39 2.15 2.911 1.65 1.05 I.ii 2.29 22.36

Col]ec£or 5.61 2.99 2.01 2.01 I.ii 0.67 0.96 2.00 17.36

Local 7.51 2.67 1.56 1.911 0._15 0.30 0./14 0.58 15.45

Total 35.07 14.86 9.31 11.73 5.91 3.77 3.87 7.57" 92.09

N Dat;u Crom May 1980 NR'I'NI_M.



C.1.3 Comparison wlth Prior Estimates

In previous work for the EPA (0-2), a population density model

of noise exposure was developed in which the mean Ldn in a

census tract was determined by the following equation:

Ldn - lO log _ + 22 dB, (C.I)

where p is the population density of the census tract. Using

this relationship and the ssstunptlon of a normal dletribuclcn

of Ldn values throughout the census tract with a standard

deviation of _ dB, the distribution of the national urban pop-

ulation as a function of Ldn was determined (this dlstrl-

bution is appropriate to the 134 million people conbalned

wi_hln census trac_s in the 1970 census), Table C.3 lists

this dlstrlb_tlcz.

This pcpulatlon uenslty model provides an estimate of the

Ldn away from major noise sources such as highways and

airports. _n order to estimate the nationwide exposure to

traffic noise in _rban areas, the noise generated by major

highways and freeways must be added to the estimates deter-

mined from the population denslty model. Estimates of the

nationwide exposure due to freeway noise are provided in the

EPA Background Document for medium and heavy truck noise emis-

sion regulations [C-3]. The distribution of people versus

Ldn is also listed in Table C.3. As can be seen from the

table, the combined distributions are slightly hi_her than the

estimates derived using the most recent traffic noise exposure

model.
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C.2 Rural Traffic Noise Exposure

Estimates of the noise exposure of people in rural areas are

derived from a special model developed for this purpose rather

than from the EPA NRTNEM model for a number of reasons.

First, the population located near major rural roads must be

known with more precision than a general population density

model can provide. Second, the actual locations of homes

relative to rural roads depends in a complex way on the type

of roadway and the terrain between the road and the home.

Third, rural population densities vary greatly from region to

region; therefore using the national average figures of the

NRTNEM would introduce errors in the total exposure estl-

mates,

The rural model described below requires two major components:

(i.) day-nlght sound level estimates at varylng distances from

each roadway, and (2.) the distribution of people as a fune-

tlon of distance for each of these roads.

Day-nlght sound level estimates are rather straightforward to

obtain because of the availability of noise prediction models

and information about the traffic characteristics on roadways

in rural areas. However, before this study was undertaken,

data that described the distribution of people in rural areas

along rural roadways were not available.

In order to obtain information on the location of residences

re!at!re to rural roadways, _51 miles of roadways were sur-

veyed in three different states (described below). From the

resulting distributions, the percentage of dwellings located

within different distance ranges from the roadway were deter-

mined for different roadway and terrain types, for distances

corresponding to varioue Ldn values. The linear density

C-9
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in people per mile of roadway was determined as well, From

these data, estimates of the nationwide noise exposure were

derived, as described in the following section.

C.2.1 Noise exposure model

A recent tabulation of roadway statistics published by the

Federal Highway Administration [C-4] provides information

about the number of miles of roadway in rural areas, classi-

fied by both roadway type and by the type of terrain surround-

Ing the roadway. This information was gathered from data pro-

vided by 46 states. The roadway classifIcatlons are inter-

state, other principal arterial, minor arterial, major collec-

tor, minor collector, and local. The _errain types are flat,

i rolling, and mountainous.
!

Review of the traffic characteristics of the roadways !nd!-
i

cared that the low traffic flow on minor collectors and local

roadways in rural areas would not result in noise exposures of

sIEnlflcant interest in this study, and therefore these roads

were eliminated from further consideration.

For each of the four remaining types of roadways, estimates of

the Ldn at 50 f_ were made using the latest modification

of the TSC traffic noise prediction model [C-5]. These sound

levels and the traffic characteristics used to make es_Inates

are listed in Table C.5. There are two sources for these data

as indicated in the table. The primary source is a Federal

Highway Administration document that provides statistics from

46 states [C-4]. The second source is the EPA study [C-l]

from which the National Roadway Traffic Noise Exposure
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TABLE C.5. TRAFFIC CIIARACTERISTIC3 AND DAY-NISIIT SOUND LEVELS

FOR RURAL ROADWAYS.

Average Spee_ Ldn a_ 50 Ct

,_oaJwayType AO'r' _ Trucker (Aii(_,_les,"_"o (dB)

In_eruC_te_i 13.700 i7 55.8 77.5

OI;he r Prln_Ipal

ArteeLul_ It,623 11! 51.9 72.5

I41nor

AvCe_,l_il_ 2,5_3 Ii 50.6 68.5

Major

Co L t_at;ors U_J9 9 1t5.8 62.5

Source: I_et. C-1

t Soupee: Jtel_. C-ll, COp medlum and heavy tz'uc|cu°



Model (NRTNEM) discussed in the last section was developed,

which contains traffic data extrapolated to all of the states.

(Note that the four categories of roadway used _ere correspond

to the first four categories in Table C.I.) NRTNEM utilizes

different ratios of medium to heavy trucks, depending on the

urban place size, the roadway type, and the year of analysis.

The baseline ratios range from 1:6 for interstates in rural

areas to 7:5 for minor arterlals in urban areas. For most

roadway types and place sizes, an appropriate approximation is

50_ medium trucks and 50_ heavy trucks. Thls ratio is assumed

to apply to all roadway types in this model. NRTNEM assumes

that 87_ of daily traffic occurs during daytime hours, and 13_

occurs at night. In this application, we have assumed that

90_ of the traffic occurs during daytime hours.

G,2.2 Population distribution characteristics

The distribution of residences in rural areas varies consider-

ably. Farm areas would be expected to have a lower density

than non-farm areas, and major terrain differences might also

be expected to contrltute to the variability of densities.

Five different areas were chosen for survey purposes: Connec-

tlcuC (ro!llng terrain), Central Illinois (flat terrain),

Northern California (mountainous terrain), Central California

(flat terrain), and Coastal California (mountainous terrain),

In each of the five areas, aerial photographs taken before

1977 of several roadways were reviewed. The distance from

individual dwelllngs to the center of each road was tabulated,

for distances back from the roadway of between i000 and 2000

lb. Table C.6 llsbs the roadways and mileages sampled, cats-

SsrIzed by terrain type and type of facility (interstates and
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TABLE C,6, I_UHAL ROADWAYS SURVEYED,

l_lat Terrain Rollln_ Terrain Mountainous Terrain

Hoadway Type__ .... Callt'ornla Illinois Connecticut California

InCsPstatt_ and

OCher l'rlnelpal IICs.99, i01, 198 1-55 1-86 1-80

ArtsPtals 96.11 mile_ 11.5 miles 13.4 miles 50.6 miles

Minor Arteriala litu. Jll, 65 llte.36, 67, 123 nts._ll, 63 Rts.46, _9

17.7 miles 25.8 miles 8.6 miles 105.8 miles

Ms,Jot Rt.2_16 lira.t23, 613 I{t.63 Rim.l, _6

Collectors 15.3 miles 15._ miles 17.3 miles 72.9 miles



other principal arterlals have been grouped together as one

facility type for this clacsificatlon). Note that every com-

bination of terrain type and facility type was surveyed, with

two sets of data obtained for each facility for flat terrain.

C.2.3 Noise exposure estimates

The distances to Ldn values of 75, 70, 65, 60, and 55 dB

were determined assuming a 4.5-dB dropoff per doubling of dis-

tanee, typical of traffic noise propagation over rural'terrain

[C-6]. Table C.7 lists the distance ranges corresponding to

5-dB increments of Ldn for each roadway category. Also

listed in the table are the percentages of residences within

each 5-dB increment, determined from the distribution of resl-

dential distances obtained during our survey of rural roads.

Since the rural population does not change greatly from year

to year, no adjustment is made to reflect 1980 conditions.

Table C.8 lists the nationwide mileage of each roadway type by

terrain category and the linear density of residences along

these roadways, as determined from our sampling. (For flat

terrain, the linear densities are averages of the densities

determined in California and Illinois.) The mileages were ob-

talned by multiplying the total mileage for a particular

facility type [C-1] by the relative proportion of mileages by

terrain type applicable to the 46-state date [C-4].

Since we wish to scale the data collected in California, llll-

nois, and Connecticut to the nation as a whole for individual

terrain types, the linear densities must be adjusted to re-

flect the differences in the particular states from the total

country. Table C.9 lists the total rural linear density (the
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TAIIL_ _.7. DIJTRIBUTION OF _BRAL _ESIDENCE8 BY NOISE EXPOSUR_ RAN0_.

Peeeenta_e ot Resldeneea Alon_ Roadwa_

lioadw_l___|_e ...... I,t_hamRe (dB__ Distances (l_t) Pla_ _ Roll$n R Hountalnoun

In_eruLaiCeu 70-75 _0-160 15 0 3

65-70 160-360 _13 17 34

60-66 360-760 20 50 53

55-60 760-1660 15 29 9

Other P_,Inelpal 70-75 0-U0 1 0 0

AP_erlal_ 65-70 _0-160 15 0 3

60-65 160-360 q3 17 34

55-60 360-760 20 50 53
I

Minor Arterlala 70-75 o-lio o 15 15

65-7o Jib-uo o _14 27

60-65 _0-I_0 Jll 31 32

55-60 iUO-llOO 33 i0 2_

Major Collec_or_ 70-75 0-20 0 0 0

65-70 _O-llO I 3 7

60-65 JlO-BO 15 36 16

55-bo UO-16O 32 _17 23



TABLE C.8. NATIONAL MILEAGE O_ HURAL ROADS AND RESIDENTIAL DENSIT_ ALONG TREM*

Humber or Mlles Llnear Density in

Roadway T_pe TerralnT_p_e Nationwide Reatdences/Mile

InGsrs_ato l_lat 15,J129 4.85

RolllnE iJl,190 3,74

Houn_alnous 2,095 2.29

Other Prinulpal Pl_t 31,715 _1.85

Arterials i_ollinE _iT,l_lll 3.74

Mous_alnoos 6,857 2.29

Minor Artorialu l_lat 53,0112 JI,29

l]olllng U7,262 16.74

MoantalnoL_a 15,24_I 3.27

Major Coll_otoru Flat 13U,930 5.38

]1ollinE 258,697 7.91

Mountainous 3?,890 1.76



TABLE 8.9. LINEAR DENSXTY SCALING FACTORS.

Total Rural

Linear DenslCy Scalln E

(People/Mile of Roa@.) Factor

United Stages 20.5

Callforn!_ 24.0 0.85

Illinois 18.9 1.08

Connecticut 87.8 0.23
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number of people living in rural areas divided by the total

rural mileage), for the nation as well as the three states of

interest [C-4]. From the table, it can be eeen that the

linear densities of the rural population in California and

Illinois are not much different from the national rural linear

density; but the density in Connecticut is more than four

times the national density. We can then use the appropriate

state sealing factor, determined by dividing the U.$. density

by the state density, to adjust the linear densities in Table

C._. These scaling factors are shown in Table C.9.

As an example, the linear density for interstates in flat ter-

rain areas (Table C.9) is adjusted by an average (Table C.6)

of the California and Illinois scaling factors (Table C.9):

4.85 x (0._5 + 1.08)12 = 4.68 resldences/mile. (C.2)

Similarly, linear density for interstates in rolling terrain

areas is adjusted by the Connecticut scaling factor:

3.74 x 0.23 - 0.85 resldences/m!le (C.3)

The linear density for interstates in mountainous terrain

areas is adjusted by the California sealing factor:

2.29 x 0.85 = 1.95 resldences/mile. (0.4)

Linear densities for the other roadway types are adjusted in a

similar fashion.

Multiplying the adjusted linear density by the national number

of miles for each roadway provides the number of residences
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along each roadway type. Then, applying the percentage of

residences within each 5 dB range of day-nlght sound level

appropriate to the parClcular facility/terraln type, the

number of residences exposed to various levels of Ldn

nationwide are obtained. For example, the number of

residences along interstates in flat terrain areas is (from

Eq. C.2 and Table C.8):

4.68 x 15,429 = 72,208 residences. (C.5)

The number of residences in the 70 to 75 dB Ldn range

along Interstates in flat terrain areas is (from Eq. C.5 and

Table C.7):

72,208 X 0.15 • 10,831 residences. (C.6)

The values for each _srraln category are summed for each

roadway type and 5 dB Ldn range. The results of this

_ analysis are contained in Table C.IO.

Using an average occupancy of 3.1 people per residence for

1970 [C-7], the cumulative distribution of people exposed co

various Ldn values is obtained from the scatleblcal dis-

tribution of residences shown in Table C.lO and is listed in

Table C.II. Table C.II also lists population exposure esti-

mates co urban traffic from Table C.3, as well as the combined

U.S. population traffic noise exposure estimates.
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TABI,I_C.10.NATIONWIDE DISTRIBUTION OF RURAL RESIDENCES BY NOISE

EXPOSUEE RANOE.

N)_mher (ln Thousands)of Residences

O_her Prlnclpsl Minor Major All

[Jdn Range (dE) Interstate Ar_erl.al_ Artorlals Collectors Roads

70-75 11.o 1.5 56.8 0 69.3

65-70 3_1.6 22.7 159.3 25.2 2t11.8
0

60-65 22.7 75.ti 207.3 2811.7 590.1

55-60 III.8 57.1 115.9 J160.7 648.5



TABLE C.II. U.S. POPULATION EXPOSED TO VARIOUS LZV_LS

OF Ldn OR HIGHER FROM TRAFPIC ON URBAN AND RURAL ROADS,

Number (in Millions) of People

Urban Rural Total

>80 0.i 0.0 0.i

>75 l.l 0.0 I.I

>70 5.5 o.2 5.7

>65 18.3 1.0 19.3

>60 43.8 2.8 46.6

>55 92.0 4.8 96.8
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APPENDIX D. AIRCRAFT NOISE EXPOSURE IN THE COMMUNITY

D.I Noise Exposure Model

The noise exposure estimates listed below were derived from

the model of air carrier aircraft noise exposure described in

Ref. D-I. The approach taken in that document to estimating

nationwide exposure was to categorize all air carrier airports

into four "average" airports; calculate the exposure at each

average airport; and scale the results to the entire nation.

The four categories of airports, termed "AVports," included:

Airports that are candidates for SST operations

Airports allowing all aircraft except SSTs

Airports where four-engine Jets do not operate,

except for LaGu_rdla and Washington National

Airports

• LaGuardia and Washington National Airports.

For each AVport category, an average runway and flight track

configuration was defined, and average numbers of operations

and fleet mix were determined.

Noise exposure contours were developed for each AVport using

the average data and the Integrated Noise Model computer pro-

gram [D-l]. Using data from the U.S. census, a population vs

area relationship was developed; application to the area with-

in each noise exposure contour resulted in an exposed popula-

tion estimate for each AVport.
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Finally, these results were extrapolated to the naSion using

scaling factors based on relative number of operations among

the various AVport categories. _he resulting noise estimates

are shown in Table D.I.

In a subsequent study [D-2], these results were modified :o

include revised fleet operational information and population

data and updated noise levels for ser_aln types of aircraft.

The modified estima:es are also shown in Table D.I.

As a best current estlmaSe of the nationwide noise exposure of

alp sa_rler aircraft, an average of these two es:Ima:es has

been made, as shown in Table D.I.

The estimates of Refs. D-I and D-2 do nee provide exposure

data below Ldn 65. In an attempt to extrapolate to

Ldn 60 and _5 dB, use has been made of the results of a

study [D-3] o[ _he estimated noise exposure around 307 alp-

ports due solely _o She operation of ?27-i00 aircraft. The

es$1ma:ed exposed population extended over a wide range of

Ldn values amd indicated the relative change in exposed

population for _he lower Ldn values. By ma_ching :he ?27

resul:s :o the current model results a_ Ldn 65 and ?0,

estimates for Ldn 60 and 55 were derived. The resu!:Ing

nationwide noise exposure estimates over :he Ldn range

from 55 :o 80 dB are listed in Table D.1. Note _ha: these

ee_ima:es do no_ include exposure to general aria:Ion or mill-

:sty alrcraf$ operations.
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TABLE D.I ESTIMATES OF U.S. POPULATION EXPOSED

TO VARIOUS LEVELS OF Ldn OR HIGHER

FROM AIR CARRIER AIRCRAFT NOISE

Number (in Millions) of People_

Current Estimate in

Ldn dB Ref.D-I Ref.D-2 Estlmate Levels Document

>80 0.05 N/A 0.05 0,2

>75 0.3 0.3 0.3 Z.5

>70 1.4 1.2 z.3 3._

>65 5.2 4.2 ".7 7.5

>60 N/AT N/A 11.5 16.0

>55 NIA NIA 2".3 N/A

Current estimates for Ldn between 80 and 65 dB are

derived from average of Ref, D-I and D-2 values. Values

for 55-60 dB are derived as described in text.

T N/A . Not available from this Reference.
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D.2 Comparleon with Previous Estimates

The "Levels Document" [D-43 coatalned earller estimates of

aircraft noise exposure, for the Ldn range of 60 to _0 dR,

based on several earlier studies. For comparison purposes,

these estimates are also shown in Table D.I. The CARD study

[D-5] estimated that 1500 square miles were exposed to levels

in excess of an Ldn of 65 dR. Thls estimate was confirmed

in the Tl_le IV Report [D-63 by an independent assessment of

the calculated contours for 27 airports [D-7], supplemented by

additional contours for several other airports. On this

basis, the Levels Document showed 7.5 million people exposed

to 65 dB or higher (obtained by multiplying the CARD figure of

1500 square miles by the national median urban pop_:latlon den-

sity of 5000 people per square mile). Our current _stlmate of

4.7 million, based on the more recent model, is ne_ly 40_

lower. The estlmates for levels other than 65 dB _ _e

Levels Document were extrapolated uslng relaClonsh.ps devel-

oped in a study for the President's Aviation Advisory Commls-

slon _D-8]° The current estimates again show lower _umbere of

people exposed. These lower current estlmates are due to the

fact that more, quieter aircraft are being introduced £ato the

fleet each _earj and more noisier aircraft, such as the DC-8,

are bein G phased out as their useful llfe comes to an end. In

addition, standard flight profilec adopted by the A_.erlean

Transport Association have reflected increasing concern for

noise control.
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APPENDIX E. CONSTRUCTION NOISE EXPOSURE IN THE COMMUNITY

In thle section, estimates of construction noise exposure are

presented. These estimates are based on the construction

noise model described in the EPA "Background Document for

Portable Air Compressors" [E-l].

E.I Conetm_ctlon Activity Model

Construction activity in the United States involves a wide

variety of equipment, operatlnE conditions, work hours, and

site locations. Some construction equipment, such as the pile

driver, create a great deal of disruptive noise but are only

used at a small fraction of construction sites for a relative-

ly _ort period of time, primarily durlnE one construction

phase. Other equipment, such as a dump truck, are used in

man' types of construction projects from the initial clearing

phase through the finishing phase.

To develop a model of the noise levels produced by each con-

strustlon site as a whole, the followlnE steps are taken, as

shown In Tables E.l(a)-(d) [E-2]. First, noise levels are

ohtaln_d for each of the 22 pieces of construction equipment

that 18 found to be the most slgnlflcant component of son-

struck!on activity in the United States. Then, four types of

construction are defined, based on the different activities

observed in each type. These are residential, nonresidential,

industrial, and public works. Next, activity at each site is

divided Into five phases: clearlng, excavation, foundation,

erestlon, and flnlsh!ng. Then, the fraction of the total site

construction time that each piece of equipmen_
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TABLE E.l(a). USAGE FACTORSOF EQUIPMENT IN R£SIDENTIALCONSTRUCTION
(I974)[E-l].

Constr_ctton phase "_'

i
Equipment

s "S == _'8 a
o P '= ¢""" =_

Air compressor (81)" - O.1 - 0,25 08,7

Backhoe (B5) 0.02 O.2 0.02 69.5
Concrete mixer (86) 0.4 0.08 0.16 76.5
Concrete pump (82)
Concrete vibrator (76)
Crane, derrick (88)
Crane, mobile (83) 0.10 0.04 69, 6
Dozer (87) 0.I0 O.1 - 0.04 72.0
Oenerstor (78) 0.4 - - 64, 8
Grader (85l 0,06 - - 0,02 65.0
Pavin=Breaker (88) - - O.01 61.0

Loader (84) 0.2 0,1 0.04 70,0
Paver (80) 0.025 66.0
Pile driver (101)
Pneumatic t0ol (85) 0,04 o.I 0.04 72.8
I_mp (76) 0.1 0.2 63.0
Rock drill (98) O.00B 06, 6
Roller (80) - - 0.04 69.0
sa. (761 = o.112]o.o [6o6.8
Scraper (88) 0.05 - 0.01 67.0
Shovel (82) O. 2 - - 65.5
Truck (SB) 0.04 0.1 - 0.04 70.0

Leq (50')per site duringwork periods= 82.0 dBA

Hours etsite 24 24 40 60 40E = ?0S hrs.

= 26 d;t;s

Total number of sites= 614,424 (Table E,_

e Ntmbers in parentheses 0 represent averageA-weighted.noise levels at SO ft.
i"Numbers inbrackets[ ] representaveragenumber ofitemsinuse, ifthat
number isgreaterthan one. BlanksIndicatezero orvery rare usage.
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TABLE E.1(b). USAGE FACTORS OF EQUIPMENT IN NONRESIDENTIALBUILDING
CONSTRUCTION(1974)[E-I].

Constructionphase _

Equipment _ _ ._

= = 8 = ,_===

-
Aireompresanr(BZ)" 1.0[._]*Z.O[2]Z.012]0.412]88.S
Backhoe (85) 0."04 0.16 0.4 0.04 76.5
Concrete mixer (85) - 0.4 0.4 0.16 79.0
Concrete pump (82) - 0.08 0.4 0.08 74.5
Concrete vibrator (76) - 0.2 0.2 0.04 67.0
Crane, derrick (88) - - 0.16 0.04 76.0
crane,mobile (83) - - 0.10[=]0.04[2] _4.0
Dozer (87) 0.16 0.4 - 0.16 78.0

Generator (78) O.4[2] I.0[2] 75.0
Grader ' (85) 0.0B - 0.02 83.5
Pavie8 breaker (88) - O. 1 O. 04 O. 04 O. 04 75.0
Loader (84) O. 16 O. 4 O, 16 75.0
Paver (89) - 0.1 70.0
piledriver (Z01) - o.04 O.'Z_[_]o.0412]85.o

i Pnetunatlctool (85) O.04 O.1612] O.04[2] 7G.0

! _mp (7_) I"o[2]I.o[._]0.4 76.5
Rock drill (98) O.04 O.008 78.0

!, Reller (ao_ - .- 0.I 6o.si Sa_ (_5) oo4[s]Io[3] 76.8
Scraper (88) O. 55 - 73.0
Shovel (82) - 0.4 - 72.0

Truck (85) 0.1812]0.4 - o.z6 so.0

Leq(50, ) per siteduringwork periods= 91.0 dI_A

Hours atsite 80 320 320 .180 160v = 13G0hrs.

= 170days

Totalnumber ofsites= 12,'/10(T_le E2 )

• Nurbers in parentheses () represent average A-weighted noise levels at SO ft.
i"Numbers inbrackets[ ] representaveragenumber ofitemsifcumber is

, greaterthan one. Blanks indicatezero or very rareusage.

t
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TABLE E.l(c). USAGE FACTORS OF EQUIPMENT IN INDUSTRIALCONSTRUCTIOn
(1974)CE,-I].

Construction phase _ _ ._

T. _ o
Equipment = o= = u0

0d 0 _ I,_ ,

Alr compressor (81)" - 1.0 0.4 0.4 0.4 78.0

Backhoe (88) 0.04 0.16 0.4 - 0.04 76, 5
Concrete mixer (89) - - 0.4 0.16 0.16 77, S
Concrete pump (82) - - 0.05 0.16 0.08 71.0
Concrete vibrator (76) - 0.2 0.1 0.04 68, 5
Crane, derrick (88) - 0.04 0.02 70, 0
Crane, mobile (83) - 0.08 0.04 08, 0
Dozer (87) 0.2 0.4 0.04 77,8
Generator (78) 0.4 0.4 68.S

Grader (85) 0.09 0.02 62, 5
Paving breaker (88) 0.1 0.04 0.04 0.04 75, 0
Loader (84) O. 16 O.4 O.04 74.5
Paver (89) 0.12 70. S
Pile driver (101) 0.04 - - 81.0
Pneumatic tool (85) 0.04 0.I[3]_"0.04 76,0

Pump (76) 0.4 I.0_2] 0.4 - 53.0
Rock drill (08) 0.02 0.003 75,0
Roller (80) - - - 0.1 00,5
Sa,. (78) - o.o4Co]o.i[23 878
Scraper (88) 0.14 - - 0.08 70.5

Shovel (82) - 0.4 - - 0,06 72.0

Truck (88) 0.18[23 0.26[23 - - 0.16 7S.5

Leq(50, ) per site during work periods = 88,0 dBA

Hottrs at site 80 320 320 480 100__ = 1300 In's,
170 days

Total number of sites = 80,839 (Table E. 2)

• N_mbers in parentheses 0 represent averageA-weighted noise levels at SO ft.

,'PNumbers inbrackets [ ] represent averagenumber of items inuse, ifthat
number is greater than one. Blanks indicate zero or very rare usage.

.................................................... _:..,_.-, .:::_:;_,,;_,_..;:;L=,_',,_'],:',._¢



TABLEE.1(d),USAGEFACTORSOF EQUIPHERTIN PUBLICWORKS(STREETS,
SEWERS,ETC.)(1974)[E_-I].

Construction phase

Equipment _ _ 8 P"

_ P '.

Air compressor (81)" 1.0 1.0 0,4 0.4 0.412]_ 79.0
Backhoe (8B) 0.04 O.4 - - " 0.16 74.5
Concretemixer (85) - 0.16[.°30.4[23 0.16123 SI,O
Concretepump (82) -
Concrete vibrator (76) - - -
Cr_e. derrick (88) 0. I 0,04 9.04 74.0
Cro_e, mobile (83) O,10 69.5
Dozer (87) 0.3 0.4 0,2 0,16 79.fi
Generator (78) 1.0 0,4 0,4 0,4 0.4 75.0
Grader (85) o. 08 o.2 0.08 74.0
Pavingbrewer (88) 0.5 O.8 0.04 0.112] 80.5
Loader (84) O.3 0.3 o, 2 0.16 76.0
Pever (89) 0,1 O.8 - 81.5
Pile driver (101) - -
Pnmlmatietool (SG) 0,04[2]0.I 0.04 72.8
Pump (70) 0"4[=] I.0[=] 0.4[2] 78.5
Rock dz_ll (98) O.02 - 82.B
Roller (80) 0, 01 0.5 0.5 73.5
Saw (78) - 0,04[2] n.n4 83.5
8cruper (88) 0.08 0.2 0.08 0.08 TS.0
Shovel (B2) O.04 0.4 0, 04 - 0.04 71.0

Truck (88) 0.1612] 0.16 0,410.]O,._['.]0,1612] 8-t.5

Leq(B0,) per site cklrL,_ work periods= 91.0 dI_.

Hours at site: 12 12 24 24 12s" = 84 hrs.
lo ½d_ys

Total number of =itee = 480,224 (Table E.2)

" Ntm_berain parentheses() represen_averageA-weigh_ednoiselevelsat 50f_.

"_N_mh_re In brsckete [ ] repreeent average nmnber of items in use, ff that
number is greater than one. Blanks Indicate zero or very rare usage.



spends in its normal operating mode is estimated for each

phase, and a corresponding site duration equivalent noise

level (Leq) is computed. Finally, these Leq's for each

piece of equIDment are logarithmically summed to yield an

average site Leg for that type of construction.

For each of the four types of construction sites in Tables

E.l(a) through E.l(d), the Leq (at 50 ft) for an 8-hour

work period is calculated, and the time at each work site is

shown. The number of work sites indicated in the table Is

based on 1970 metropolitan construction activity shown in

Table E.2 [E.1]. The sound level data came from open litera-

ture, manufacturers' reports, and EPA-sollclted measurements.

E.2 Population Distribution

An EPA report (NTID 300.I)[E-2] includes data on the popula-

tion distribution for various regions These data are summar-

ized in Table E.3.

The data from Tables g.2 and E.3 are used to determine the

average populablon density in the neighborhood of different

tFpes of construction. The average population density (_),

weighted by the number of sites in each region, is calculated

with the following equation [E-l]:
5

P "_S>i SnPn'
(E.I)

n=l

where Sn is the number of construction sites of a given type

in metropolitan region n, _n is the daytime population den-

sity in region n, and S is the total number of construction

sites of a given type. The results of this calculation are

shown in Table E.4.
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TABLE E.2, ANNUAL CONSTRUCTION ACTIVITY IN METROPOLITAN REGIONS FOR 1970 [E-l].

Number of Stt:es

" NenI_.'slderH:la] New t_allcJ pa] Rep]aee,_nt
I_stdeultlal md InduutrJal _tloets, 'Je_ers of"&_wers

Met;ropolltan]_egic_is Dul]dln_.,,s I_ll](linl,_sWa_And Wat:erLines And Water l,:tnes

large hl_)-denslty
central cltles 8,708 W 1,952.* 2,181;w, 1,000 4,

large low-density
central cities 21,578 i" JI,903% 17,200 i" 7,920 *t

Otl_r central eJtles 102,559 % 12,021 "I" IJ8,OOOm* 21,600 #m

Urban l'l'lnLCe 262,800 i" 30.915 'f" 911.1100t' 40.520"n

Y_t. _a outside
urban fz.lnge ]18,779 . 13.758 % 173j6()0 t' 78.800 **

'lbtals 53/I.ll211 _ 63.5tl9 N 335.38zl [E-JI] 1119,I)JlOt'$

m I_efel_nee[F,-3] and unpublisheddata .e_._ntl}eU.S. I_reau of"Census.

% Appel.tloned by population density.

_ Appertloned throuL')l a correlatloe developed at BeN far 211eltles, relat;lng miles of stt_et per
square mile to populat;lo:l denell_y; aealmled constant lotlo of iMles of new road to tulles of
exla_Ing r'oad,asmuned 8 Bites per mlle.

i'% Extending trend i'or.Doetonarea to 550,000 miles [F_-5]of exlstil]E{load: 2% of exlatlng road
milea_e fop water lines, 1.5% o_'ex1etlng iMleege for sewers, 8 sites pep m11e.

_N_ 80_ aesu/nedto De ]}]dustl.lalBuildings, 20% Nonresldan_lalI]ulldlngs.



TABLE E.3. GEOGIIAPIIIC DISTRIBUTION OF POPULATION AND POPULATION DENSITY (1970)[E-1].

PaytJme
N [gl_l;t_ Populat:Ion Populatlon
Populatlon Density Denslty

Area Derlslty (peopleper (peopleper 1/8
I'opulatlon (i_lmiles) (i#_opleper` sq m11e) linear .̀il]e)

Region i" [E-6] sq ii!lles) ill lllll@_

12 Large hl_--dens_t;y
central eli;lea 22,250,000 1,IJ68 15,160 16,650 120

illlar_e ]ow-_]enslty
cent:r`alcltles 10,530,000 2,389 Jl,_&10 11,860 40

186 Other SMSA's w 25,820,000 6,981 3,710 II,o70 32

I_ U,,ban fringe I19,680,000 111,707 3,380 3,100 211
&u

blel:,area out:alde
urban frIn._e 22,320,000 179,276 125 lli#

'Ibt:alpopulatlon Jn or,near oit:les= 130,600,000.

W 3tmndarxlMet:ro_x:)lH;an .'3t:at[stloalAreas- LZ;.r`oupsel"eontl_uouseounf;leswhich eontalnat;least
one eent:raleU;y of 50,000 lnlmbltantsor more, or,"twJn cltles"with a oombJned population of
50,000 el, more.

I' Popu]st;lon£1LnlI_swere exti_apolaCedfl_n 19(;0Census flgui_es[E-7] acsordlng to recent Erowth
rates.

sil 'l_Ikesinto aecoLSIt[;Imnot populatlont.rarlsCerfPOlllthe suburbs to the oentz_llcity duplng the
nore_alwopklrl6rd;ly. '11*_snet £rensi'e|,was dePlved _cnl 1960 Census fI_res [E-_] adjusted to
1970 accoPd111_ C£}r`e(:eliLl)Opulattc_1growth.

%'i'Made use al"o e.orre:tat:Iondevelopedat BI]NIbi.211elL:lea,]"slat|off.miles of_ street:per sq mile
LO populatlol]denslt:y,

___ ...... .-. -- • . _..!._ _ L_,_ !_,._,_.,,_ ,,_ _ -¸



TABLEE.4.AVERAGEPOPULATIONDENSITIESEXPOSEDTO
DIFP£RENTTYPESOF CONSTRUCTIONACTIVITY
[E-1].

Residential Nonreslden_lal Public Works

! Buildings Buildln_s and Hi_hwa?_

Average Population
Density, <p>
people per sq mile 2907 _189 1866
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E.3 Noise Exposure Estimates

Population exposure to construction activity noise is deter-

mined by combining the construction site and population densi-

ty data described in Tables E.1 and E._.

For each construction site, it is assumed that all the noise

sources may be combined at one location as a point source.

For most sites, a 6 dB per doubling of distance dropoff rate

is used from that point to determine the distance at which the

Ldn level for the site is 55 dB. For nonresidential

building construction sites, because of their size, a 3 dB per

distance doubling dropoff rate cut to 400 ft was assumed, and

6 dB per distance doubling thereafter. It is also assumed for

all sites that the first !00 ft around the site centerpolnt is

unoccupied by the public. Using the distance where the

Ldn is equal to 55 dB, the land area exposed to an Ldn

of 55 dB or greater for each type of construction can be

determined. Multiplying this land area by the average popula-

tlen density around each site, the number of people exposed to

an Ldn of 55 dB or greater is determined. It is assumed

that at each construction site, except the office site, only

one-half of the nearby building occupants are exposed to con-

structlon noise. For office sites, the number of people is

reduced to 25_; for such sines, the neighboring buildings are

mostly office buildings in which only approximately one-

quarter of the occupants are exposed to construction noise

from the adjacent site.

The population noise exposure calculations are summarised in

Table E.5. Included in Table E.5 is the annual Ldn at 50

ft, the radial distance to 55 dB Ldn , and the number of
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TABLE E.5. CALCULATION OF POPULATION IMPACTED BY ANNUAL Ldn GREATER THAN 55 dR.

Nonee_Ide_tlal ,Street; and
Re_lde_i_J(ll _idJng Industrial Sewer
ConetrucC1on Cons_rectlon Conetruction Conet1_ctlon

Current [_vo]8

8-hr l_q (50 Pt) 82 (II_ 91 dB 88 dB 91 dB

Average [_yB of Activity Pep Year 26 170 170 10-1/2

Aru_ual(_tdoor idn (50 i.t) 65.8 dO 82.9 dB 79.9 dR 70.8 dB

Dlnt,_loefle(]ulred Cop AtiterluaLl_1
to 55 dD 173 rt 3512 _ 879 ft 308 ft

Area Wi_hln nadLu_ (Exe]u(lleg
l'h'st 100 Ft;) 0.002 _q tulle 1.39 sq tulle 0.09 Bq mile 0.010 aq mile

Ave_'a_ePopulation Density
for ._lte 2907/Bq mile 3189/eq enlle 3189/sq ndle 1866/eq mile

Percent o£ PopulatlorL]._)ecLed 50 25 50 50

People II_aoted Per _lte
(Rounded) 3 1396 137 9

'totalNu_nbeeel'SlteB 5111,J12_I 12,710 50,839 JIBSj2211

Ib_al Populatlon I11_cted
(lloluYJed) 1,7U0,000 14,100,000 7,000,000 R,300,OO0



people exposed to 55 dB (or greater) for each type of con-

structlon. In a similar manner, the number of people exposed

to Ldn values of 60, 65, 70, and 75 dB can be determined

for each type of construction. Table E.6 summarizes the total

number of people exposed to various values of annual Ldn ,

8rouped into residential exposure (from residential and street

and sewer construction), nonresidential exposure (from non-

residential building and industrial construction), and the

total for all construction sloes.
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Hepoet No. 3318R Bolt Beranek and Newman Inc.

TABLE E.6 U.S. POPULATION EXPOSED TO VARIOUS LEVELS

OP Ldn OR HIGHER PROM CONSTRUCTION NOISE

Numbee of People in Millions

idn(dB ) Resldential Non-Resldent!al Total

>75 --- 0.i 0.I

>70 --- 0.6 0.6

>65 --- 2.1 2.1

>60 1.0 6.7 7.7

>55 6.0 21.5 27.5

E-13
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APPENDIX P. RAIL NOISE EXPOSURE IN THE COMMUNITY

In this appendix, noise exposure estimates are developed for

three distinctly different types of tall operations: railroad

llne operations, rapid transit operations, and tall yard oper-

atlons.

P°I Railroad Line Noise

P,I.I Nolso exposure model

The analysis of current noise exposure from railroad llne

operations in the United States is excerpted from the EPA

Background Document for the noise emission standards for rail-

roads IF-l].

According to this report, the national average train opera-

tlons for urban areas are as follows:

4 freight trains per day, 2 per night, each 33 mph,

70 cars, 3 locomotives

2 passenger trains per day, 1 per nIsht, each 36 mph,

6 cars, 1 locomotive.

Since the noise of passenger trains is about i0 dB lower than

the noise of freight operations, passenger opera,ions are

omitted in the follow!nE analysis.

Y.I.2 Noloa level= and tr_nomi=olon path

The sound exposure level, Ls, for locomotives and tall cars

at i00 ft is Eiven by IF-l]:

F-I
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Ls = iiO - iO log v + I0 log n for locomotives (F.I)

Ls = 33 + 30 log v + i0 log t for tall cars, (F.2)

where v " train speed in mph

n = number of locomotives

t = rail car passby time in seconds.

For a train with a speed of 33 mph, 3 locomotives, and

passby time of 73 seconds (70 cars z 50 ft/car + 48 ft/sec),

then Le - I00 dB for locomotives and - 97 dB for tall cars,

for a total Ls of [F-I]:

Ls - i0 log (i0 I00/I0 + 1097/10) . 102 dB, (F.3)

The day-nlght sound level at io0 ft from the track can be

expressed as IF-l]:

Ldn - Ls + i0 log (Nd + I0 Nn) - 49.4, (F.4)

where Nd and Nn are the number of daytime and nighttime

operations, respectively. For Ls = 102, Nd - 4, and Nn

= 2, Ldn = 66 dB.

The noise propagation model for railroad noise utilized in

Ref. F-I is based upon a decrease of 4,5 dB per doubling of

distance from the tracks. In addition, it is assumed that

there is noise shielding due to structures and other obstacles

amounting to 4.5 dB somewhere in the first 500 ft. The net

attenuation can be approximated by a stra!ght-llne dropoff of

6 dB per doubling of distance.
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F,1.3 Noise exposure estimates

From this attenuation model, the values of Ldn prevalllng

in strips of land along the track can be determined. For

example, if 5dn - 66 dB at 100 ft, at 200 ft, Ldn " 60

dB (for a 6 dB per distance doubllng attenuation). SimilarlY,

for the 8000 miles of U.S. railroad track and a population

density along this track of 2500 people per square mlle IF-l],

Table F.I illustra_es the means for determlnlns the population

exposed to various 5-dB ranges of Ldn.

TABLE F.I DETERMINATION 0F POPULATION EXPOSURE8.

Distances of Width of Aggregated Area
L Range Strlp'Boundarles Strip on of Strips Population
dn(dB) from track one side of in US (millions)

(ft) track (!_) (sq mile)

65-70 65-116 51 155 0.367

60-65 116-207 91 276 0.690

55-60 _07-367 160 485 1.213

The to_al numbers of people in the Uni_d States exposed to

railroad noise a_ various Ldn levels or higher are

provided in Table F.2.
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TABLE P.2. U.S. POPULATION EXPOSED TO VARIOUS LEVEL3 OF

Ldn OR HIGHER FROM RAILROAD NOISE.

•Ldn (dB) Number (in Millions) of People

>65 0.39

>60 1.O8

>55 2.29

P.2 Rall Rapid Transit Noise

P.2.1 Noise exposure model

I
Wayside noise level and population data for the nine major

U.S. tall rapid transit systems are available in the lltera- [

ture IF-2, P-3, F-43. These data are summarized in Table F.3 F

for surface operations and in Table F.4 for operations on ele- i

rated structures. The data are used to estimate noise impact

due to rail raDid transit operations as described below.

Noise impact is described in terms of the number of people ex-

posed to various values of the day-night average sound level

(Ldn) resulting from tall rapid transit operations. Given

the transit system Ldn data from Tables F.3 and F.4, an

attenuation rate of 3 dB per doubling of distance is used to

determine the distance to contours of 70 dB, 65 dB, 60 dB, and

_5 dB for each transit system. The background ambient noise,

defined hers as the Ldn to all sources excluding train

passages, is estimated by using the relation
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TABLEP.3. SURFACE OPURATIOflSNOISE DATA _OR PAIL RAPID W_NSIT [F-2].

percent oF
Ldn [_p. Percentor SurFaceOpePation

Metropolitan 'PPanslt st 50 ft Density 9arfase Operation With Residential
ReF.;l.on Systen (dB) (.people/cq miles) (miles) Land Use ($)m=

Atlanta t__FITh 511* 3,31Gm 5.7t 50 (estimated)

San Francisco _A_P 68.5 9,165 27.7 37.II

Chicago ffPA 75.5 30,9S0 39.8 25.3

Bos ton NffPA 72.3 21,1180 19.5 211.8

• Nee Yorlc NYmPh 75.1l 51&,000 22,7 50

R_lladelphta PAqCO 63.3 6,zlo0 9.3 39.7

,_j Cleveland I?PA 75 1/I,1170 17.3 18
L, Dliladelphla SEFPA 72.9 31,ti00 1.1 30.9

WashlnEt:on, IX: WMATA 611_ 6,310r 12.5t i0 (estimated)

See Rer. F-3.

t See Rer. F-_.

_13ased on eltheP actual or zoned land use.
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TA_E F.J&. k_,VAq_,_DOPERATIONS NOISE DAq'AI_R RAIL RAPID _BANSIT [F-3].

LenEUl or"
_tropolitan Transit '_pe of Lds at Elevated Operation
Re_Ion System Elevated Strt_cture_ 50 ft (dB)t (miles)

Atlanta MA&¢I'A Concrete (without noice barrier) 611 0.5
Concrete (with eetce barrier) 57 1.2

,gas l,_Lule leco I_AF_[' Con_,ete 68 20.0

Chlc_o CTA Steel (OpenDeck) 81 31.5
Concrete 72 1.0

Bocton Mlfl'A Concrete/Steel 68 1.2
Steel (qxm Deck) 81 _.4

New York NYCTA Steel (slidweb Etrderc, open deck) /J5 57./l
Steel (lattlee,eb Elrders, open

I deck) 81 0.3
Concrete Viaduct 73 5.6
Concrete Enc_eed Steel 69 0.8

Phl ladelphla PA'fCO Cormrete 69 0.9

Cleveland ff_A -- -- 0

R_iladelphla SEFI=A Steel/Concrete 75 7.2
Concrete Viaduct 73 0.5

WaahlnEton,l)C WMATA _crete/St_el 6'/ ll.5

*C_o Re£. P-3 for detailed description.

tEstlra_tedrot aversE_" _Jys_n speed and train lengo_.
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Ldn - i0 log (_) + 22 dB, (F.5)

where _ - population density (people per square nile). Using

the background noise estimated for each transit system route,

the distance from the tracks where the transit system Ldn

reaches a level 5 dB below the ambient is determined. This

distance, within which the transit system adds more than 1 dB

to the ambient noise environment, is chosen as the limit for

considering population exposure to transit noise. In certain

cases (e.g,, densely built-up areas), populablon is limited to

the first row of buildings.

Population exposure at each sound level is estimated from

physical inventories, where available IF-3]. In the absence

of s'Ich information, the population density is distributed

uniformly in each area bounded by the Ldn contours and the

length of transit routes with adjacent residential land use.

Where the ambient Ldn is 5 dB greater than a given Ldn

contour, no further population exposure is counted.

F.2.2 Noise exposure estimates

The population noise exposure estimates for each transit

system are provided in Table F.5 for surface operations and in

Table F.6 for elevated operations. The comblned results for

all U.$. tall rapid transit operations ere summarized in Table

F.7.
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TABL_ P.5. ILS° POPUfA_[ICNIDCPOSF/)_D VARIOUSI_VELS OF _ ORIII(]IB_
SURRACEOPISRATIC_SOFRAIL RAPID gI_ANSIT.

MeCropolltan 'l_an,_LC I_m_ber o£ people _xposed to Ldn or Illgher
Re, lOll S_'_n 70 dB 65 dB 60 dB 55 dB.

Atlanta /._RTA 0 0 0 0

Chlcago _I'A lO,500 33,i00 33,100m 33_lO0m

Bost_l __'I'A 1,700 5,300 16,700 16,700'

New ¥ot4c NYCTA 20j100 63,600 63,600m 63_0 m

Philadelphia P...NI_O 0 0 500 1,500

Cleveland I_rA 1,300 II, 300 13,500 13j 500m

,_ Philadelphia _I_PI'A 200 600 600 m 600J

Washln_ton, DO _WMATA 0 0 200 600

m Ambient [4_n greater than transl_ Ldn minus 5 dB; no ('urthee population exposure to

CP_9_1815_l]olseasstmwgd.



TABLE F.6. UoS. POPULNI'IONEXPOSED_ VARIOUS _ OF Idn OR ]HQI_

l_f_4I_W'AriEDOPI_I_'I_'ONSOF flaILRAPID _N$IT.

Metropolitan 'l_anstt Number 0£ People I_pose(t to LobI or' lligher'
ReGion System 70 dB 65 dB 60 dB 55 dB

At;lanta MA_R'PA 0 0 0 50

_an Pranclaco __[?p 30 1,500 8,900 17,700

Chicago _I'A 77,700 77,900 77,900* 77,900'

Boston __fA BOO 1,500 2,100 2,100*

New York N_YC'PA 246,000 252,600 252,600* 252,600m

Philadelphia P._AqCO 20 I00 300 400

'1_ Cleveland __I'A ....

Philadelphbl _SI;2'PA 27,OOO 27,800m 27,BOO* 27,BOO*

Washington_ IIC WMA'PA 0 0 0 0

* /Unblent [YJngpeatep than t;r'anaib I_b1 minus 5 dB; no f_rthee population exposure to

t;ranslt; noise asm_ted.



TABLE F,7. U.S. POPULATION EXPOSED TO VARIOUS LEVELS OF

Ldn OR HIGHER PROM U.S. RAIL RAPID TRANSIT SYSTEMS.

Number (inThousands) of People

_d_(dB) Elevated_ Surface Combined

>70 352 34 386

>65 361 109 470

>60 3?0 z35 505

>55 379 150 529

rarer. F-3.
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P.3 Hall Yard Noise

F.3.1 Noise exposure model

Estimates of the nationwide noise exposure due to rail yard

operations are taken from the EPA Background Document for the

final revision to the Interstate Ball Carrier Noise Emission

Standards IF-5]. The model involves:

i. Categorization of all tall yards by type and

level of acblvlty

2. Estimation of the number of people exposed to

different Ldn levels at each of more than 200

rail yards for which noise source, activity infor-

mation, yard configuration, and vicinity

demographic data are available

3. Extrapolating _hese noise exposure estimates _o

all the yards in the country.

Rail yards are first categorized by type (hump or flat),

function (classification, industrial, or small industrial),

and activity ra_e (high, medium, or low traffic). This

breakdown leads _o the following eight categories:

High traffic hump classification yards

i Medium _rafflc hump classification yards

_i Low traffic nump classification yards
:+ High traffic flat classlflca_ion yards

_, Medium _raffic flat classification yards
,<
,, Low brafflc flat classification yards

Industrial flat yards

Small industrial fla_ yards.
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These yard categories have different configurations, traffic

volumes, and noise sources and thus different resulting com-

munity noise exposures as well.

The noise sources occurring in various yard types and func-

tions are listed in Table F._. In general, these can be clas-

sified as either stationary sources or moving sources. For

these sources, the sound exposure level, L8, can be calcu-

lated as follows:

Ls = Lav e max + i0 log _ , for movln_ sources (_.6)

Ls • Lav e max + i0 log _ff, for stationary sources (F.7)

_here

Lav e max • average maximum A-weighted sound level

during an event or wo#k cycle, in dB,

D • shortest distance between stationary observer and

source path, in ft,

V • source speed, in ft/sec

tel f • effective duration, in sec.

The one-hour equivalent sound level, Leg(l), is related to

the sound exposure level, which Is referenced to I sec by:

Leg(1) - L s + i0 log (1/3600 sec/hr) = Ls - 35.6. (Y.8)

Dependln_ upon the operatlng characteristics of the source,

the following expressions can be used to estimate the day-

night sound level from each:

Ldn • Ls + i0 IoE(N d + !0 Nn) - 49.4, (F.9)
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TABLE F.8. RAIL YARD NOISE SOURCES.

HUMP YARDS:

- Master Retarders (Includes Group, Intermediate,

and Track)

- Hump Lead Switchers

- Inert Retarders

- Makeup Switchers

- Car Impacts

- Idling Locomotives

- Locomotive Load Test

- Refrigerator Cars

- Industrial and Other Switchers

Outbound Trains (Road-Haul plus Local)

Inbound Trains

FLAT. CLASSIFICATION YARDS:

Classification Switchers, both ends of yard

Car _mpacts

Inbound Trains

Outbound Trains (Road-Haul plus Local)

- 'IdlIpg Locomotives

- Load Tests

- ReFrigerator Cars

INDUSTRIAL AND SMALL INDUSTRIAL YARDS:

- Switch Engines

- Car Impacts

- Inbound Trains (Local)

- Outbound Trains (Local)

TOPC/COFC YARDS (ATTACHED TO ABOVE'RAILYARDS):

- Crane/Lift

,_ Hostler Truck

,_ F-13



where N d and N n are the number of daytime and nighttime

events, respectively, or

Ldn = Leq(1) + i0 log (Nd + lON n) - 13.8, (F.10)

when Nd and Nn are the number of daytime and nighttime

hours, respectively, that the source is operatln_.

The EPA's Environmental Photographic Interpretation Center

(EPIC) analyzed the photoEraphlc imagery and U.S. Coast and

Geodetic Survey Maps of 207 railyards, selected to represent

the total cf 4169 yards in the country. This analysis

provided data concerning yard configuration and noise source

location at each yard, lend use type around each yard, and

distances from tall noise sources to residential and

colllme_clal _reas.

Further, a questionnaire was sent to the railroads that owned

the sample Psi!yards, soliciting data on types and number of

sources at each yard, relative source location, and actlvity

rates for each source.

P.3.2 Nelea emission levels and transmission path

eharasterlstlce

Table F.9 lists the noise levels at i00 ft for the railyard

noise sources considered at each yard. Substituting these

noise levels and associated activity levels In Eqs, F.9 and

F.iO yields the Ldn for each source at i00 ft.

The Ldn at residential and commercial locations in she

vicinity of each yard is determined from

Ldn " Ldn o - i0 iog(_D---)n - RI(D - DO ) - k2-k ) (F.I!)-o

I F-I_
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TAB[_ R.9. RAIL YARD SOURCE NOISE LEV_J SUMMARY.

Level oC I_er_y Average m, 100 ft Ten(l) an
N=_nbeeof Lave _re_x Lsag 100 ft

Noise Source Mcasurenlcnta (dB) (dB) (riB)

_tstcI' Rstar_]cP: Or_Ip,
Track, and Inter-
medlnte _IIO III nl lOB (te_O.5 see)

Inert Retarder 96 93 93 90 (te_0.5 see)

Flat Yard Switch I,bg]ne
AecelePatlng 30 77 90 911(V=IImph or 6 ft/cec)

]luJ_ SWitch 'h_Ine,
Con_t_tntSpeed 78 90 95 (w/I mph oe 6 £t/see)

Idl_nK Loeanotlve 27 65 65 66 (constantaverage level)
_ (<2500hl))

55 67 67
(>25o0 hp)

Cap Impact ]611 99 g9 9_ (t_.3 see)

Refrlganator Car 27 67 73 67 (cor_tant level)

Load %st ('l|_t_le _) 59 87 90 87 (constantlevel)

Crane Ltft 79 83 106.5 (%fI'10mln)

tlostlee Ti_ek 65 B2 94.5 (tepp=15 mln)

NA-weJghted: I(_ve = wori(cycle oe position averaEe for intcmittent or nK)vlr_ soueoee.

Itz_tX = average or expected _mxi_. r_tse level diirlr_an even_or wopk cycle.



where

Ldn o - Ldn at DO (i00 ft), dB

Do - i00 ft

n - 1 for _ov!ng sources

2 for stationary sources

kI - combined air and ground absorption coefficient

in dBlft

k2 • industrial structures insertion loss

k3 = residential structures insertion loss.

The kI value is a function of the spectral characteristics

of the bOiSe sources. The values of k2 and k3 depend on

the land use and average population density, respectively, in

the vicinity of the yard.

P.3,3 Population distribution characteristics

Around each yard, a rectangular study area was defined extend-

in_ the length of the yard and out a distance of 2500 ft on )
both sides of the yard for most of the yards (a distance of

5000 ft on both sides was used for larse classification

yards)_ For all 207 yards, the estimated 1980 population

within the study area (extrapolated from 1970 census figures), i!

was divided by the area of the rectangular region (e×cluding !

the area of the _all yard). The resultln_ average population

density, in people per square mile, was used to estimate the

population noise exposure around each yard, as described in

the next Section.
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F.3.4 Noise exposure estl_tes

A computer program has been developed to perform the necessary

noise exposure calculations. For each yard, the following

information is utilized by the program:

Rall source noise emission levels (from Table F-9)

Rall source activity information (from the yard

questionnaires)

Rail yard conflguratlon/source location (from the

yard questionnaires and EPIC analysis)

Distances to residential and commercial land use

(from EPIC analysis)

Population density around the yard (from the popu-

latlon analysis).

For each source, the Ldn is calculated at different dls-

tances using Eqs. F.9, F.10, and F.11.

For example a_ i000 ft from a master retarder through which

I000 cars are clacslfled each day, if each car generates a

squeal, from Eq. F.9 and Table F.9:

Ld n (100 ft) - 108 + lO log(850+10xlS0) - 49.4

92.3 dB

where 85_ daytime operations have been assumed,

i If there are no structures between the master retarder and the

observation point (i.e., k2 and k3 - 0), and a value of

.01 is used for kl, from Eq. F.!l:

Ldn (lOC0 ft) = 92.3-10 10_(_%% O) 2 - .01(1000-100)
• 63.3 dS
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The total Ldn is determined by summation of the Ldn

values for all sources. Using the distances to various total

Ldn values (e.g., 55, 60, 65, 70, and Z5 dB) and the

population density, the number of people exposed to different

levels of Ldn are determined for each yard.

Pinally, the results for each yard are extrapolated to all

tall yards in the country, for all eight categories of yards.

Table F.10 lists the number of yards throughout the United

States that lie in each category.

Table F.II lists the final results: the number of people

nationwide expoaed to various levels of total Ldn for all

tall yard sources.
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TABLE P.10° DISTRIBUTION OF RAIL YARDS BY YARD TYPE AND

TRAPPIC RATE.

Number of Rallyards
Traffic Rate

Yard Type Low Med High Total

Hump

Clas_Iflcation 46 47 31 124

Pla_

Classification 571 357 185 1113

Industrial 1381

Small Industrlal 1551

TOTAL 4169
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TABLE F.ll. U.S. POPULATION EXPOSED TO VARIOUS LEVELS OF

Ldn OR HIGHER FROM RAILROAD, RAIL RAPID TRANSIT

AND RAIL YARD NOISE.

L__ Number (in Millions} of People Exposed

Railroad Rall Rapid Transit Rail Yard Total

>70 -- 0.4 0., 0.8

>65 0.4 0.5 1.6 2.5

>60 1.f 0.5 1.9 3.5

>55 2.3 0.5 3.2 6.0
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APPENDIX G. INDUSTRIAL NOISE EXPOSURE IN THE COMMUNIT_

G.I Noise Exposure Model

The noise exposure in communities with neishborlng industrial

operations is considered as the sum of the individual expo-

sures from every separate industrial facility. To discuss

this nationwide noise exposure in manaseable _erms, it is

necessary to compute an estimate of exposure for a simplified

plant-neishbor relationship and then extrapolate the results

to produce estimates of total U.S. population exposure.

Galculatione are based on

The acoustic power emitted by the industrial plant

which is a functlon of the electrical energy used by

that plans.

The day-nlght sound level distribution around the

plant, Ldn , which is a simple function of the

acoustIQ power emitted by the plant.

In order to complete these calculations, it is also necessary

to determine:

The number of manufacturing plants

The electrical energy used

The efflolency of elec_rlcal enersy conversion to

!i radiated acoustic energy
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The day-nlght sound level distribution corresponding

to the radiated acoustic energy of a plant

The local population density.

The method does not include the exposure, assumed to be small,

for onlookers--for example, people walking past an industrial

plant. The noise exposure incurred by people working at these

plants (occupational noise exposure) is discussed in Appendix

K.

0.2 Noise Emission Levels

Individual industrial plant noise sources could be classified

into categories, such as nolse-generatln8 process, industrial

use, or sound power level, etc. Ultimately, all industrial

plant major noise sources could be identified and listed this

way. Such a listing is not presently available.

From a neighbor's viewpoint, noise sources can be grouped as

to location, interior or exterior. Interior noise can be

transmitted to a community through building openlngs--windows,

doors, louvers--or by building walls. Interior noise trans-

mitted to the community not only results in a transmission

loss (usually greater than i0 dB), but often a loss of the

identity of individual sources as well. Exterior sources are

more frequently audible and IdenClflable in nearby communities

than are Interior noises.

Ranges of industrial machinery noise levels are shown in Table

O.1 CG-I].

G-2
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TABLE O.i.

RANGE OF INDUSTRIAL MACHINERY,

EQUIPMENT AND PROCESS NOISE LEVELS [O-l].

A-Welghte_ Noise Level

SguPce at Operator Position dB

Pneumatlo Power Tools 90-116

Moldlng Machines 101-106

Alr Blown-Down Devices 9!-i0_

Blowers and Pans 79-100

Air Compressors 93-100

M_t&l Pormln_ Machlne_ _i-97

CombusClon Furnaces _i-97t

Turbo-generators 89-91_

Pumps _0-91

_ndu_trial Trunks B9-90

_+ Transformers 83-_4

J t4easured 2_ _'t from source.

? I,IeaSured 10 1"I; l'r,om so_ece.

.t
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Published data for fan noise and cooling towers [G-2, G-3] are

supplemented by additional prediction methods [G-4] based on a

review of individual machinery measurements conducted over the

past 25 years. A representative mlx of pumps, compressors,

gearboxes, electric motors, diesel engines, fans, and cooling

towers was chosen to produce an idealized prediction formula.

_he relationship between acoustic power and electric power

energy consumption , chosen as representative for United States

industry, is:

PWL(A)* _ 88 + i0 10610 hp. (G.I)

G.3 3curse Operatlns Characteristics

Many plants operate only one shift flve days per week, wh_le

others, such as electric _eneratlng stations, often operate

around the clock seven days per week. Based on discussions

with individual utility companies, a schedule assumed for this

analysis is an idealized plant cperatln s 24 hours each day for

six dams a week.

G.4 Tr_nsmlaelon Path

The transmission path between industrial sources and shelr

nelshbors can take many forms. _mterlor noise from well-

enclosed plants wlth masonry or metal insulated walls can

suffer tr&nsmlssion losses of at Isaac 15 to 30 dB. Certain

industvlal plants, such as oll refineries, open electric

e Referenced to 10-12 watt.

4
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generatlng stations, and aircraft assembly plants bhas are

located in warm climates, have few or no enclosing walls. For

this analysis, Ib is assumed that half the plants contaln ex-

terlor noise sources only and half contaln interior noise

sources only. The latter will be considered to have a radi-

ated sound level 15 dB less than that for the exterior noise

source. E3-7]

Of the 320,?00 industrial establishments [1972 total] in the

United States [G-5], it is assumed that most are located rea-

sonably close to the labor force within urban areas of the

country. It is further assumed that industrial plants are

often clustered together, partially shielding each other from

residential neighbors. Also, industria_ plants are often lo-

cated along transportation routes, such as rivers, highways,

or rail lines. The transmission path b_cween Industrial

sources and their neighbors can have sl;nlflcant shielding

within uninhabited intervening land areas. To estimate the

fraction of acoustic power that is radiated toward residential

areas, it seems reasonable to consider an industrial park with

16 industries arranged in a _ x 4 matrix (see Fig. G-l). For

the four industries on the corners, one-half of their proper-

ty borders ocher industries and one-half borders the outside

residential neighbors. The four industries in the center off

the matrix have no common borders wlCh the outside, and the

remaining ind_strles have one-fourth of chelr property border-

Ing the Outside. The average fraction of property bordering

residential neIEhDors is, bhen, one-four,h, or 25%, in thls

example. Industrial areas with smaller numbers of industries

grouped together have a greater percentage of common borders,

while areas wlth more industries have a smaller percentage of

common borders. However, in this analysis, it is assumed that

one-quarter of the acoustic power from industrial facilities

radiates toward inhabited areas.

G-5
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Percent of Border Number

Indut_r_ _ Feaing Community of Industries

1, 4, 13, 16 50 4

2, 3, 5, 8, 25 8
9, 12, 14, 15

6, 7, 10, I'i' 0 4

Average 25 16

FIG. G.I. SCHEMATIC REPRESENTATION OF FRACTION
OF INDUSTRIAL NOISE IMFINGING ON
COMMUNITY.



It wlll also be assumed that shielding, from structures and

other obstacles, amounts to 6 dB between plants and neighbors

and that plant noise in urban areas decreases 6 dB per doub-

ling of distance.

0.5 Population Distribution

The fraction of industrial plants that are located in urban

areas is not known. In 1970, about 66_ of the United States

population lived in urban places with a population of 2500 or

more, and 74% lived in all urban places [G-5]. Since indus-

trial plants must be located near a large source of labor, a

proportionally larger fraction of plants must be found in

urban areas. As a reasonable estimate, it is assumed that 80%

of all industrial plants are located in urban areas, it is

further assumed that these urban areas have an average urban

population density of 5000 people per square mile.

O,6 Noise Exposure Estimates

To estimate the noise exposure as a function of distance from

industrial plants, we first find the average horsepower used

by each plant. The number of operating minutes is taken over

one year:

60 (mln/hr) x 24 (hr/day) x 6 (day/w_)

x 52 (wk) - 4._9 x 105 (mln). (0.2)

_n 1977, United States industry purchased 2,)07 x i015 BTU

of electrical energy [O-5]. It is assumed tba= two-thlrds of

this energy drives noise producing machinery, giving a focal

nolse-related horsepower per year of:

4
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Hp = BTU ÷ mln x hp/BTU/mln

= 2.307 x 1015 (BTU) x 2/3

÷(4.a9 x 105 (mln)) x .02356 (hp/BTU/min) (G.3)

= 8.07 x 107 (hp)

where .02356 is the conversion factor from BTU-mln to hp.

The sound power level emitted by each plant is given by (from

Eq. G.I)

PWL = 88 + l0 log (8.07 X 107 (hp/yr)

* 3.207 x 105 (plants))
• 112.0dB. (G.4)

The sound pressure level L at a dls_ance d (in fee_) from a

noise source with a sound power level of PWL is given by Ref.

O-6:

L - FWL - 20 log(d) - 0.6 + C, dB, (G.5)

where C is a temperature/pressure correctlon term with a range

of about _ 0.5 dB over typical temperatures and pressures. In

this formulation, the 20 log(d) term indicates an assumed

attenuatlon rate over distance of 6 dB per doubling of dis-

tance. By ignoring the third and fourth terms of Eq. G.5 and

substituting Eq. G.4, we have:

L - I12 - 20 log(d), dB. (G.6)

!t has been observed that in a typical industry situation the

hourly usage of electrical energy during nighttime hours is

about two-thirds of the use during daytime hours. The Ldn

resulting from this usage pattern Is then:

Ldn = 10 iog_ [!5 × lO5/10 +_ x 9 x 10(L+lO)/10 ]

= L + I0 log (7512_)

= L + 5, dB. (G.7)

I
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Substituting Eq. G.6 and subtracting 6 dB to account for

shielding within the community results in a final equation for

the community noise levels around Industrial plants of:

Ldn - iii - 20 log(d). (G.8)

Assuming the minimum noise reduction of 15 dB found in

residential buildings (see ref. G-7) applies to industrial

sources inside the plant, it can be reasoned that these

InCerlor sourses do not contribute to the noise exposure. We

also assume that there are no residents within 150 ft of the

plant.

The distances for various Ldn values are easily determined

from Eq. G.8o We compute the area around the plant

corresponding co a given Ldn and multiply by l) 260,000

plants in urban areas, 2) 505 to account for external sources

only, 3) a population density of 5000 people per square mile,

and 4) 25_ to account for noise radiated toward residential

areas. The result is the number of people actually exposed

nationwide to this particular Ldn value and higher.

AS an example, the impacted area within the 60-dB contour is

_[(IO(!II'60)/20)2 - 1502] = 0.0117 sq miles (G,9)
(5280) 2

since the area of a circle of radius r is _r2, and _1502

must be subtracted since there are no residents within 150 ft

i of the plant.

[
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The population exposed to an Ldn of 60 dB or higher from
industrial noise is therefoPe:

0.0117 x 260,000 x 0.5 x 5000 x 0.25 = 1.9 million. (G.10)

Similar calculations result in the distribution of people vs

Ld n contained in Table G.2.

TABLE O.2. U.S. POPQLATION EXPOSED TO VARIOUS

L_v_L8 OF Ldn OR HIGHER FROM INDUSTRIAL NOISE.

Lam_dB) Number (in Millions) of people

>65 0.3

>60 1.9

>55 6.9

O-iO
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APPENDIX H. AaRICELTURAL NOISE EXPOSURE IN THE COMMUNITY

R.l Noise Exposure Model

RecoEnlzing differences in farm size, population distribution,

and character of farming operablone, analyses were undertaken

for four regions of the couniry. These regions were chosen to

match the breakdown for which the most complete data were

available from the "Statistical Abstract" [N-i and N-2].

Table H.l lists the numbe_ of different mechanical equipment,

the resident population, and the density of farm population

for each region. In each case, the latest data available were

used, so the values cited in Table H.I represent different

years, as i_dica=ed. It should be noted that the number of

people on farms has decreased from the 1970 figure given in

the table to the 19Z8 flsure of 8,005,000, and the total num-

ber of tractors has decreased to 4,370,000 IN-2] for 1978.

H,2 Noise Sources

The principal noise source on the farm is the tractor. The

truck is quieter, mope likely to be operated on roads (where

It becomes part of the traffic population considered in Appen-

dix C), and the combine and corn picker operate only for a

short time durlng the harvest season.

Reference H-3 contains data on noise levels emitted by trac-

tors. Prom these da_a, the A-weIEhted sound level of tractors

at full power measured at 50 ft is

H-I



_ABL_-II.1. PANMRF_IOH I_?A.

PopJlaC1on
No. oi" No. ,_I" No. oP No. oi" Pan, 'Ibta.lArea Densl_

?r'acCoP_ 'I_'uOI{B C_o,lbllles Corn PIeI(ePB Populal;1on People/
Fle(_lon (xi000) (xlO00) (xlO00) (xlO00) (xlOOO) (Sq.n_.x103) S(I.Mr.

Nol,CheasC 314 151| iii 33 699 41 17

North

Cent;ral 23116 1335 3511 I181 I1305. 580 7.II

So.th 1301 1065 106 91 37511 506 7.II

i

We_sC 507 II80 50 9 9511 511+ 1.9

'II3'PAI., 111|68 3038 5211 6111 9712 16111 5.9

l)_.teoP

[_ta 19711 19711 19711 197JI 1970 1979

I_efePelme II-1 I1-1 II-1 I1-1 11-2 11-2



LA - 62 + i0 log (hp), (H.I)

where LA is the "A-welghted" sound level In decibels. It

must be noted that variations of up to _10 dB can be observed

for particular tractors. In calculating noise exposure, Inl-

tially only the sounds of tractors will be considered. The

typical (average) tractor is of 54 hp, on the basis of refer-

ence H-2 for the total number of tractors in 1978 (4._ZO x

106), and the total horsepower of tractors (238 x l06 hp).

Therefore, from Eq. H.1, a tractor wlth 54 hp could be expected

to generate the following levels during full power operations

and during engine Idle operations (assumed to be at 50_

power):

LA " 62 ÷ i0 log (54) " 79 dB full power (H.2)

LA - 62 • l0 log (54) + I0 log(0.5) " 76 dB Idle. (H.3)

Reference H-2 indicates that full power operations involve

roughly 600 hours per year per tractor and Idle operations

involve about 200 hours per year.

Assuming tha$ all of thls activity takes place during daytime

hours and noting that there are _,475 daytime hours per year

(between 7 a.m. and i0 p,m.), the average annual Leq at 50

ft during _he daytime for an averaEe tractor at full power is
then:

, 600(hr) %
Leq " 79 + 10 log_5475 (day-hr/yr)'

(H.4)

• b9 _B,



and at Idle is:

200(hr)
Leq - 76 * i0 log (5475 (day-hr?yr))

• 62 dB. (H.5)

The average annual Ldn at 50 feet is then:

Ldn - i0 log _ (15 x(10 69/10+ i0 62/10) + 9 x 0)

• 68 dB. (H.6)

Since the Ldn(R) at a given distance R from the tractor

is

5dn(R) • Ldn(50 ft) + 20 log 50/R, dB, (H.Z)

we can derive the distance at which a given Ldn oecursj as

follows:

R - 50 x lO(68"Ldn)/20°

(H.8)

For example, the radius at Ldn - 65 dB is

R - 50 x 10(68-63)/20 - 71 feet

(H.9_

The radii and impacted _ea values obtained in _hls way for

Ldn 55, 60, and 65 are shown in Table H.2.



TABLE H.2. IMPACT OF AVERAQE TRACTOR.

Annual Area of

Ldn Radius Impacted Area

(dB) (rt) (sqmiles).

>65 7l o.ooo56

60 - 65 126 - 71 0.00122

55 - 60 223- 126 o.oo3_3 i

H-5



H.3 Noise Exposure Estimates

The number of people in each reEion of the country exposed to

various levels of noise is estimated in the followln E way.

First, the number of tractors in each region is multiplied by

the impact areas calculated in Table H.2. Then these values

are multiplied by the appropriate regional population densi-

ties. For example, the area impacted by 65 dB Ldn or

greater in the Northeast is:

314,000 tractors x 0.00056 sq miles/tractor=l?6 sq ml, (H.IO)

and the population impacted is:

176 sq miles x 17 people/eq miles-2992 people. (H.II)

Finally, two adjustments are made that account for the assump-

tions that i) tractors are operated in areas around the farm

that have leas than the average population density, and 2)

machinery other than tractors add to the noise exposure. To

obtain the first adjustment, we can assume that the population

on a farm is geometrically distributed over the farm area,

That is, half of the area has the average population density,

one-fourth of the area has one-fourth the populatlon density,

and so on. For instance, if the tractor operates primarily in

a low-density environment and _he area above Ldn 55 dB

from tractor noise is 1/20 of the total farm area, we assume

the actual population density wlthln she 55 dB contour is 1120

of the average. Another way to view this adJustmen_ is to

assume that all the people on the fare are packed into an area

the size of the 55-dB con_our. Then, if the tractor spends

equal time in each part of the farm, the average impacted



population will be the average population density times the

ratio of the contour area divided by the farm area.

To obtain the second adjustment, we assume that 50% of farm

trucks and 100% of combines and corn pickers impact the farm

population in the same way and at the same noise levels that

tractors do. From Table H.l, this assumption results in a 40

to 64% increase in "equivalent" tractors, depending on the

region. For simplicity, the second adjustment is aesumed to

be a 50% increase in the final adjusted values for all

regions. The adjusted exposed population is shown in Table

H.3.

Table H.4 summarizes the national distribution of people

exposed to various levels of Ldn from agricultural

machinery. These values might be further increased because

over 45_ cf the workers in agricultural work llve off the

farm. Correspondln_ly, they might also be decreased because

49_ of the employed persons living on farms work in urban

areas at other than agricultural work and so are away from the

farm durln s the day [H-5].

H-7



'|'ABIJ_IL3. ,------------------_IA_/)NL_F_ 01_pkDPLE EXPOSED qD VARIOOS I_

OI_I_o OR l[IOll_I_OM AORICULqUHA[.NOISE.

Populationl_nslty
Annual Ldo Area ImpaeCe(I x Area Impaoted Adjustment Adjusted Number of

Rel{lon (dE_) (sq mllea) (persons) }_et.or_ Persons Exposed

NorLheaat >65 176 2992 0.0611 191
60-65 383 6511 O.061l 417
55-60 1203 201151 0.0611 1309

North Central >65 13111 9723 O,03q 331
60-65 21162 21179 0.03{I 720
55-60 8985 661189 0,0311 2261

Souhh >65 729 5395 0.022 119
60-65 1587 llTllll 0,022 258
55-60 J1983 3687/_ 0,022 811

Wear >65 2811 5110 0.008 II
60-65 619 i176 0.008 9
55-60 19/12 3690 0,008 30

U.S. (qbtal) >65 2503 18650 6ll5
60-65 51i5]. II0610 III011
55-60 17113 1275011 llq81

* Obt_lned by divtdh_ the area ]mpaotedabove 55 dI](the ms, of the 55-60.60-65. and >65 d13bands) by
the t_Cal area in each ('annre_Iond_own in 'lhb]eIf.l.and ,,itlplylrk¢.by 1.5 to account Per the noise
('run oCIler ,_.ohloor'y.



TABLE H.4. U.S. POPULATION EXPOSED TO VARIOUS

LEVELS OF Ldn OR HIGHER FROM

AGRICULTURAL NOISE.

Number of People

>6_ 645

>60 2049

>55 6_6o

R-9
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APPENDIX I° BUILDING MECHANICAL EQUIPMENT NOISE EXPOSURE IN

THE COMMUNITY AND IN BUILDINGS

Z.I Noise Exposure in Buildings

I.l,l Noise sources

The noise of building mechanloal equipment should not normally

provide any Impact, If designed and installed correctly. The

data in ref. I-i llst typlsal building mechanical equipment

and the sound level 3 ft from the source and also the esti-

mated sound level at the nearest occupant's position. The

latter flgure is dePived by including a _aleulated reduction

for the structure and acoustic treatment between the source

and the nearest building occupant. These results, included

here in Fig. I-l, show that only the emergency dleeel genera-

tot produces A-welghted sound levels of greater than 45 dB.

Since these machines only run intermittently (e.g., 1 hour per

week for testing purposes), this analysis indicates that _here

is Pela_Ively llttle acoustic impact from building mechanical

equlp_en_ for occupants inside buildings.

I.I.2 Noise exposure estlmat_s

In practice, building mechanical equipment is not always pro-

perly Installed, and full acoustic _reatment is not applied.

Experience suggests that _he noise of central air conditioning

systems, elevator mechanlems_ and boiler forced-draft fans

commonly produce A-weIEhted sound levels greater _han 45 dB in

occupied epa_ee.
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There are many office buildings, hospitals, stores, hotels,

and convention centers _here the noise of the air conditioning

system can be expected to generate similar levels, but any

estimate would be speculative at this time.

1.2 Noise Exposure in the Community

_.2.1 Noise sources

The exterior noise produced by building mechanical equipment

is most probably dominated by alr-movlng equipment (fans)

located outside the building or located inside the building

with a dlreec unmuffled path to the outside. Examples of such

fan-related equipment include air ccndltloners, boilers, con-

densers, cooling cowers, dehumidifiers, furnaces, humidifiers,

and ventilators.

Source level and operating information is available. For

example, cooling towers wlll typically produce A-welghted

sound levels of 65 dB at 200 ft when operating at full speed.

Axial exhaust fans can produce A-weighted sound levels of 61

dB at 200 ft from the exhaust vent [I-i to I-4].

_,2.2 Noise exposure estimates

No information is available at this time on the distribution

of the population re!a_Ive to building mechanical equipment to

_ provide a direst estimate of Impact. Mowever, it has been

1 observed that build!n E mechanical equipment contributes to the



noise environment in built-up areas, and also that community

complaints about building mechanical equipment noise are often

concerned with nighttime disturbance, when traffic and oSher

noise is minimized. In addition, a poor cholce of location,

such as one allowing residential Duildlngs to overlook cooling

towers, can cause real problems. In a study that considered

one such "noisy plan" in a hypothetical apartment unit, noise

from building equipment assumed to De on a neighboring roof

was the main exterior noise source, producing an Ldn of 50

dB inside the unit [I-5]. Next in importance was noise from

an adjacent trash chute and elevator system, producing 41 dB

inside the unit.

1.3 Concludlns RemnrMa

Building mechanical equipment is probably not a major source

of acoustic impacts. However, a noise problem can result from

poor design and/or incorrect Ins_a!latlon. In thls case, the

continuous naDure of the noise produced san result In very

serious local problems. Disturbance to sleep and interference

with activities tha_ require concentration probably represent

the principal effects. However, insufficient data are

presently available to quantify the exten_ of this problem.

I-4
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APPENDIX J. HONE APPLIANCE, POWER SHOP TOOL, AND OUTDOOR

POWER EQUIPMENT NOISE EXPOSURE IN THE COMMUNITY

AND IN BUILDINGS, AND EXPOSURE OF OPERATORS

This section presents noise data and estimates of Ldn and

Leq(24) For consumer products used in and about the home.

J.l Noise Sources

The home environment has become increasingly noisy with the

advent of powered consumer products designed to aid in the

d&y-to-day tasks of Food preparation, personal hygiene, home

maintenance, and hobbies. This section will deal with noise

From products chat fall into three major categories:

Household Appliances

Power Shop Tools

Outdoor Power Equipment.

Ocher products have been identified as possible contributers

to the noise in the home environment but are sot included in

this section. These are

Stereos and radios (whose levels are under the

control of the user)

Toys and sporting goods (for which data are lacking

at present)

Heating, ventilation, and air conditioning equipment

(see Appendix I)

Plumbing fixtures (whose levels may be typically low

but nonetheless sometimes annoying).
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J.2 Noise Exposure Model

The noise level results presented in Table J.l are taken from

a study of consumer product nclse [J-l], and these results

derive from tests performed on consumer products in accordance

with ISO standards for testing of small noise sources. In

most cases, the noise levels represent an average of more than

one product operated under various normal operating condi-

tions. Since a proper nationwide consumer appliance noise

survey has not been performed at thls time, the extent to

which these averages reflect the actual population of products

in use (with their varying degrees of degradation, operating

power, and other manufacturer-speciflc characteristics) is not

known.

The measured sound power level (in dB re 10-12 watts),

along with the average operator distance and the average room

acoustical environment allow the calculation of an operator or

bystander exposure level. The combination of this exposure

level and the estimated yearly usage allow the calculation of

a 24 hour Leq. Because there are no data indicating the

portion of any product's use during nighttime hours between

2200 and 0700 hours--thereby incurring the lO-dB penalty--_he

value for Leq (24) will be assumed to be equal to the

value of Ldn. This assumption may not be _oo far from

reality when one considers that most of these sources are

under direct operator control, and common courtesy and normal

ueage patterns will tend to preclude use durlnE the hours when

most people sleep.

Estimates of product ownership come from three different

sources. Wherever possible, data from a survey reported in

the April 1978 issue of Appliance Manufacturer were used to

eetlmate the percent of households thac own a given consumer
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product [J-2]. Where no data existed, data from a 1980 survey

specifically tailored to obtain noise exposure information

were used [J-1]. A third study published in the March 1977

issue of Merchandlzln_ was used for comparison [J-3]. The

values obtained fop each of these surveys differ somewhat due

to differences in sample population, sample size, survey date,

and survey methodology, but they represent best estimates at

the present time.

Usage estimates are also nob Enown with a high degree of

accuracy, in llghb of the extremely varied situations and

patterns of usage of individual products in different regions

of bhe eounbry.

PoP the purpose of this analysis, there ape assumed to be two

bystanders for products requiring an operator, =hree for pro-

ducts requiring no operator, end six for products used out-

side. Based on 1978 Statistical Abstract data, there are

approximately 73 million households in the United States.

J.3 Noise Exposure Eatima_es

As is apparent from reviewing she results shown in Table J.l,

a large number of products produce Ldn levels in excess of

the 45-dB criterion level. However, since these products do

not generate levels of sufficient intensity to have an impact

on people other than the operator, the number of exposed peo-

ple is the number of product owners. For certain indoor pro-

ducts without operators (humidifiers, dehumidifiers, fans, and

air oonditloners), the number of exposed people is based on

three people exposed per household. _t is also interesting to

note that some power shop tools produce levels sufficient to

exceed the Leq (24) level of 70 dB for the operator expo-
sure.
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These results indicate that a significant noise exposure can

occur in the typical home environment pa_tlculsrly if one is

engaged in a hobby Chat uses a product Chat produces high

noise levels. These exposures, while not necessarily harmful

in themselves, can be significant fo_ that portion of the

population already exposed _o the maximum daily noise dose in

the workplace. The lack of more precise data on the number of

product users and use durations precludes an accurate estimate

of _atlo_wide exposure to home products at this time.
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APPENDIX K. OCCUPATIONAL NOISE EXPOSURE OF WOR/_ERS

The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) has recommended

an equivalent sound level for eIEht hours [Leq (8 hr)] of

75 dB as the exposure level to protect workers from permanent

hearlnE loss [_.i], Many workers in aEriculture, mining,

construction, manufacturlnE, transportation, and the military

are routinely exposed to levels in excess of _hls recommenda-

tion. The leEal llmi_s imposed by the Occupational Safety and

Health Administration (OSHA) [K.2,K.3], the Mining Health and

Safety Administration (MSHA) [K.4], and the Department of

Defense (DOD) [K.5] are less restrictive than the EPA-

recommended level.

No concrete estimates exist of the number of workers exposed

_o noise levels greater than an Leq (8 hr) of 75 dB.

There is, however, a limited amount of published information

on the occupational noise exposure of workers in some occupa-

tional categories in selected industries. Even though _hese

data were developed for different purposes, it has been possi-

ble to develop eetlma_es of the minimum number of workers ex-

posed to levels grea_er than an Leq (8 hr) of 85 dE

through the use of extensive extrapolations. These estimates

are presented in the sections tha_ follow. Brief explanations

of the extrapolation techniques and the source data are als_

presented in the following sections.

In addition to their exposure _o contlnuous noise, many

workers are exposed to Impact/Impulsive noise. This type of
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noise can greatly increase the amount of hearlnK loss due to

either continuous or impact noise. Recommendations for

criteria for exposure to Impact/impulsive noise alone and

together with high-level continuous noise are under develop-

ment. Preliminary estimates indicate that 1 million to 4

million workers are routlnelx exposed to high levels of

Impact/Impulslve noise. Additional details are presented

later in this appendix.

AS is the case with any estimate, the estimates in this

appendix are somewhat limited. The principal difficulty in

estimating the occupational noise exposure of the total U.S.

work force is in obtaining noise exposure data for a repre-

sentative population for each of the employment categories and

industries analyzed. The _uP_n_ assessmen= was res=ric%ed =o

aualZabZe da=a and no additionaZ sampling oF m_asu_men$8 were in-

oZuded. I: 8houZd be no_ed =he: =he avalgabZe da:a ate often Zacklng

=he reprssen=a=iuene_s of an indus_ry-uide asseeamen=.

K.I Nolse Exposure in the AgrlculCure Industry

A number oF studies conflrm that agricultural workers who

operate tractors and other mechanised farm equipment are ex-

posed to A-welghted sound levels greater than 85 dB and that

She duration of the noise is sufficiently long tha_ N!PTS may

result [K.6, K.7, K.8, K.9, K.10, K.ll]. The most complete

set of noise exposure measurements was made in 1977 for a

group of farm workers on six farms in I_ebraska [K.12]. Each

worker was fitted with a noise dosimeter for each day wnrked.

During the course of one year, 6? employees worked the
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equivalent of 13,000 days. From these data, it was possible to

estimate the average noise exposure of each worker for the

year.

To develop an estimate of _he noise exposure of all the agrl-

cultural workers from these data, two facts must be con-

slde_ed. First, the noise emitted by farm tractors has been

reduced in recent years [K.8, K.9], The manufacturers of the

tractors used on the Nebraska study farms have reduced the

noise of their tractors during the past few years by an aver-

age of 2 dB. Accordingly, if the Nebraska farm survey were

done today, the workers operating those tractors would be ex-

posed to less noise. This effect has been estimated by reduc-

ing the noise exposures of each of the 67 workers by 2 dB and

recalculating thelr noise exposure. Table E.l summarizes the

Daily Noise Dose (DND) for each of the workers, wha= the dose

would be if the noise were 2 dD quieter, and the corresponding

range of noise levels.

Second, the six farms in this study seem to be more mechanised

than "typical" farms. Without any Informs=Ion to relate the

mechanization of each of these farms to a typical farm, it is

not possible to develop an estimate of the noise exposures for

all agricultural workers. An educated guess is necessary:

For every situation where workers are exposed as reported in

this study, am equal number of wormers On o_her farms have

exposures less _han 70 dB. Table K.2 summarizes the exposures

from Table K.1, adds in the equal number of workers exposed so

levels less than Z0 dB and presents the percentage for each

range.
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TABLE K.2.

OEVELOPMENT OF EXPOSURE ESTIMATES FOR AGRICULTURAL WORKERS

Equal Number
Range.of Sound Number of Exposed _o
Level in dB Workers Less Than 70 dB To_als Z

<70 26 67 93 69.3

70-75 8 8 6.0

75-80 12 12 9.0

80-85 9 9 6.7

85-90 8 B 6.0

90-95 4 4 3.0

Totals 67 67 134 I00

Approxlmately 3.6 million workers are employed in agriculture

[K.13]. The percentages in Table E.2 have been used to

develop estimates of _he noise exposures of agricultural

workers. These estimates are presented in Table K.3. Of the

3.6 million agrlcul_ural workers, about 323,000 are exposed to

an Leq (8 hr) of 85 dB or greater.

TABLE K.3. NOISE EXPOSURE OF A_RICULTURALWORKERS.

L.^ (8 hr) Number of Workers
=_(dB) (thousands)

90 - 94 lOB

85 --89 215

80 - 84 240

75 - 79 323

<75 2701
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K.2 Noise Exposure in the Mining Industry

The mining industry consists of the extraction of coal,

metals, nonmetallic minerals, and oil and gas from the earth

and the preparation of these materials. Noise exposure data

in this industry are extremely limited. No noise exposure

data are available for the preparation of the mined materials.

Data are available for the underground and surface mining of

coal. _he estimates in this section are based on extrapola-

tions from the mining of coal.

Where the data permit, the Leq (8 hr) exposures have been
calculated and will be presented. Data examined were limited

to workers exposed to daily noise levels in excess of that

allowed by noise exposure regulatlone of the Federal Coal Mine

Health and Safety Act of 1969. However, most of these data

are ra_orted as LM_HA values, which are _ased on a

5-dB douDllng rule rather than the 3-dB loubllng rule used in

deriving an Leq measure. If the sound _xpcsures are

continuous at a constant level, both the Leq and

LMSHA values would be equal. However, industrial

sounds varM considerably, and with a varying sound level, the

value of Leq will be greater than the value of

LMSH A. Thus, the reported numbers of workers exposed

to values of LMSHA are less than would have been

reported if Leq calculated exposures had been utilized.

For these reasons--lack of data generally available on noise

exposures in the mining industry and the units in which the :,

mining exposures were reported--the estimates presented in

this section should be regarded as preliminary and probably

representative of the minimum number of workers exposed.

K-6
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Coal Mining

Under,round

Data are available from MSHA on the noise exposure of under-

ground coal miners [K.14], based upon the results of a survey

of 2632 production workers in 12 underground coal mines. The

exposure estimates in this report were developed from specific

sound level and operating duration measurements for the

equipment commonly encountered, rather than from individually

measured worker exposures. Table K.4 presents the reported

percent of workers exposed to different ranges of noise

exposure. Estimates of the number of workers in _xnderground

mining exposed to noise were then developed by multiplying the

percentages shown in Table K.4 by the 169,585 miners who

worked in deep coal mines in 1979 [K.15], The first row of

Table K.7 (which appears later in this appendix) presents

these estimates.

T_t£ K.4 NOISE _POSURE FORU_O_RGROUNOCOALMINI WOR_R$,

Plr¢ont of

_S_* Workers_sed_
dB S

@0 7,2
8S* a9 14,7

<SS_ 78,1

• VI_ • _ do_linl =ace,
' t Zn vt_ of the _[l_ial in _lf. [,_6, _lll elcl_al appei_ Zov.

•*_act l_lt _£mACl be1_ 85 _ I_m noc prl_isily _ov_,

Surface

The noise e_pos_re estimates for workers in surface coal mines

were developed using the results of a noise exposure survey of
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operators of mobile machines [K.I7]. The relate_ report pre-

sented the number of workers with exposures greater than 85 _

and 90 dB and the total number in the survey. The number and

percentage of workers exposed to various equivalent sound

levels is presented in Table K.5. An estimate of the number

of surface miners exposed to the ranges of equivalent sound

levels shown in Table K.5 was developed by multiplying the

percentages shown in Table K,5 by the number of workers in

surface mlnes--82,14T [K.15]. These figures are presented

later in this Appendix in the second row of Table K.?.

PorcinC Qf

Lte_4* _ualba_ of _81 _mers

>90 25t225 &_.9

8_ - a9 12,038 21,_

_dS** 18,96_ 33,7

* _ • _ doubl_Q8 =ace,
¢ 5_J _f. K.17.

**(xgc_ l_er l_J._ b_ 85 _ gre _o_ pr_g_s_ly

Metal and nonmetallic mineral mlnes

Under,round

A_ wi_h coal mining, the noise exposures for underground

opera:Ions in =_bal and nonmetallic mineral mines are

different from those for surface mining. No studies are

available identifying the specific noise exposures of workers

In this type of mining. However, an es:imate has been

developed of :he percentage of workers in such underground

mines who are exposed to varying noise level ranges through

the use of information in Ref. K.18. The related repor_
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reviews the contribution of noise from dlesel-powered

underground mlnlnE equipment in the extraction of molybdenum,

uranium, potash, iron, coal, and salt. The report presents

information on diesel equipment sound levels, equipment

population, and typical du_y cycles.

With this information an estimate can be made of the nLunber of

noise exposed workers and their equivalent sound level

exposures, Table K.6 presents the estlmated exposures. In

1974, 37,000 workers were employed in underground metal and

nonmeta!!Ic mineral mines [K.!8] (oF an estimated 24.3% of

total underground mines.) An estlmate of the total number of

underg?ound miners in this part of the Industry was developed

by applying the distribution from Table K.6 to 24.3_ of the

173,B00 people who currently work underground in this industry

[K.19]. The third row of Table K.7 presents _hese estimates.

Other sources, such as rock drills, fans, and crushers, also

generate high levels of noise and were not included in Ref.

K-18, Thus, this estimate should be viewed as the minimum

number of workers so exposed.

TABLE K.B. NOISE EXPOSURE FOR UNDERGROUND MINERS IN METAL AND
NONMETALLICMINERAL MINIS.

Leq (8 hr) Percent of Workers
(dB) (%)

!90 17.6

85 - 89 11.1

<85 71.3

Surface

About 75.7_ (131,567 workers) of the people employed by the

metal and nonmetallic mines work above ground (developed from
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K.18 and K.20 and the previous seotlmn). No information is

available on the noise exposure of these workers. The surface

mining of metal and nonmetallls minerals is different from

surface coal mSnlng. The differences are:

• A higher oonomntratlon of equipment exists in metal

than in coal

. Drills are percussive in metal and rotary In coal

• More blasting scours in metal than in coal

• Other unidentified surface equipment may add to noise

exposure.

Most of these differences seem to increase the noise exposures

of the workers. However, as stated above, no data substanti-

ate this statement. Withou_ any o_hsr data, the noise sxDo-

sure for surface workers in metal and nonmetallic mineral

mines has been developed by using the percentages from surface

coal (see Table K.5). These estimates are presented in the

fourth row of Table K.7.

Oil and Gas Mining

There were 327,500 productlon workers in oil and gas extrac-

t!on in 1979 [K.19]. No information on noise exposure of

these workers is available. Noise sources are likely to be

engines, compressors, and mobile equipment. Without any

better information, the percentage distribution data from

the las_ column in Table K.5 for surface coal mine operations

were used bo develop estimates for this Industry. The resul_s

are shown in Table K.7.
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! Summary

Table K.7 presents the nolse exposure of the workers in the

[ mining industry: Almost 400,000 workers have noise exposures

that exceed 85 dB out of a total employment of 957,000 [K.19].

TABLE K.7, NOISE EXPOSURE IN THE MINING INDUSTRY.

Noise Level
(dB)

<85 85 - 90 >g0 Total

Under$round Coal* 132,446 24,929 12,210 169,585"*

Surface Coal* 27,684 I7.579 36,884 82,147.*

Underground Neta_
and Nonmetallic" 30,112 4,688 7,433 42,233 ++

Surface Metal and

Nonmetallic* 52,495 25,524 53,548 131,567+_

011 and Gas* 110,368 70,085 i_7,047 327,500%_

Totals fO_ Mining 353,105 142,805 257,122

*Noise Level is LMSKA'
_Noise Level is L (8 hr).

eq
**See Ref. K.15.

_-_SeeRef. K.2D.
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K.3 Noise Exposure in the Construotlon Industry

A number of studies confirm that workers in the construction

industry are exposed to high levels of noise [K.II, K.21]. A

recent British study [K.22] presented values of Leq (8 hr)

for machine operators of construction equipment. Table K.8

summarizes these data. By assuming that these exposures are

similar to those in U.S. industry, an estimate of the number

of construction workers whose exposure exceeds an Leq (8

hr) of 85 dB can be developed. Reference K.23 presents the

number of workers in the construction industry by occupation.

Accordingly Table K.9 was developed presenting the percentage

of workers in the construction industry who work with the

specific machine types listed in Table K.8. Unfortunately,

Reference K.23 does not provide the number of operators for

several of the machine types. Nevertheless, from Table K.9,

at least 5.48_ of the construction workers appear to operate

machines where the Leq (8 hr) exceeds 85 dB. In _ddltion

to the machine operators, construction laborers are also

exposed to noise. About i1.35_ of the construction work force

are laborers [K.23]. The laborer category includes workers

who are exposed to high levels of noise, such as from Jack

hammers and other air- operated tools, as well as individuals

with less noise exposure [K.a43. However, no definitive

estimates are available for noise exposure of the laborers.

Without a definitive breakdown of the number of workers in

each of the laborer categories, the n_ber of laborers who

operate the noisy equipment types cannot be determined. A

review of the llst of Jobs performed by laborers suggests that

many of these workers could be exposed to high levels of

noise, Without better information, it is estimated that 50%

of the laborers are exposed to levels greater than an Leq
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TABLE K.B. NOISE EXPOSURE OF CONSTRUCTIONMACHINERY OPERATORS.*

EquivalentSound Level
L^^ (8 hr)

¢_(dB) Machine Types
i

105 - 109 Pneu_aslc breakers

100 - 104 Pavers

95 -- 99 Scrapers
Dumpers
Bar benders
Hydraulic breakers
P¢le drivers

(diesel & pne_a_ic)

90 -- 94 Dozers
Excavators

Cranes
Front loaders
Rollers
Poker vCbraCora

85 -- 84 Backhoes
Saws

80-- 84 Concrece pumps
PiZe dr_vere
(gravity bored)

75-- 79 Graders
Concrese mixers
Trucks

Pumps
Generator
Compressors

I *Developed from Ref. K.22.
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TABLE K.9. PERCENTAGEOF CONSTRUCTIONMACHINERY OPERATORS BY MACHINE TYPE*
AND NOISE LEVEL."

Percentof Construction
Workers Operating

Lo_ (B hr) MachineType
_H(dB) Machine Types (%)

i

_85 Dozers 0.99

Excavators (include 3.85
pavers, scrapers, hydraulic
breakers, pile drivers,
front loaders, back hoes,
rollers, poker vdbraeors)

Saws 0.04

Cranes 0.60

P_eu_tic breakers **

Dumpers **

Bar benders *"

Total 5.&8

"See Ref. K.2L

tSee Ref. K.22.

*"Not listed separately.
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(8 hr) of 85 dB. Since about iI.35_ of the construction force

are laborers [K.23], a total of ii.16_ [5.48 + 0.5 (ii.35)]

could be exposed to levels Ereater than an Leq (8 h r) of 85

dB. Since there are other Jobs in the construction industry

that may be noisy and for which there is no definitive Informa-

tion, thls estimate is more lIMely an estimate of the minimum

number exposed to these levels than an estimate of the naxlmum

nt_ber,

Total employment in the construction industry for 1979 was

about _.6 million people [K.193; thus, about 513,000 workers

are estimated to be exposed to levels greater than an Leq

(8 hr) of 85 dS.

K.4 Nolae Exposure In the Manufaoturlng and Utll$_y _nd_etrles

Estimates of noise exposures of workers in the manufactu'Ing

and utillty industries are presented in this section. Te hlgh

noise level industries of interest are l!sted In Table i.10

along with the number of production workers in each industry.

In addition to these industries, some exposure _o high level

noise may occur In the instrument manufacturing (SIC 38) and

the miscellaneous manufacturing (SIC 39) industries. All of

these estimates are derived From the recently available 0SHA

information [K,25, K.26],

Table K.11 presents the _otal estimated noise exposure for

workers In these Industries [K.19]. Since Leq (8 hr) is

equal to LOSHA only when the noise exposure is constant

and since the noise levels in the industrial work place fluc-

tuate over a considerable range, these estimates should be

viewed as minimum estimates of the number of workers at an

Leq of _he same value. Nevertheless, more than 5,1 million
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TABLE K.IO. INDUSTRIES INCLUDED IN ANALYSIS.

Number of
Production Workers

Industry SIC Code (thousands)

Food 20 1,176.2

Tobacco 21 52.5

Textiles 22 777.0

Apparel 23 1,122.2

Lumber and Wood 24 645.3

Furniture and Fixtures 25 398,0

Paper 26 541.5

Printing and Publlshlng 27 702.2

Chemicals 28 636,9

Petroleum and Coal 29 139.7

Rubber and Flas_ics 30 601.I

Leacher 31 207.4

Stone, Clay, and Glass 32 560.5

Primary Mecals 33 978.3

?abrlca_ed Metals 34 1,305.9

Machinery Except Elec. 55 1,616.2

Electric Machinery 36 1,378.6

Transportation Equipmen_ 57 1,404.2

Utilities 49 659.3

Total 14,904.0

*See Kef. K._9.
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TABLE K.11. NOISE EXPOSURE OF WORKERS IN MANUFACTURINGAND UTILITY INDUSTRIES,*

Exposure Level Percent Exposed_
(dB) (%) Number Exposed*"

>100 2.87 427,745

95 -- 99 5.47 815,249

90 --94 10.98 1,636,459

85 -- 89 15.06 2,244,542

' 80 -- 84 18.74 2,793,010

.i <80 46.88 6,986,995
J

i Total 100o00 14,904,000

*%ncluden SIC Codmn20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32,
33, 34, 35, 36, 37, and 49, SlCts 38 and 39 of the manufaccucinK sector
lie noC included. On17 SIC 49 of Transpo¢caclomand Public Ucillcles is
included in thin table.

$Sae Ref. K.25,

*aBased On a ¢ocal populationof 14,904t000 IX.IS]
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workers in these industries are exposed to levels in excess of

an Leq (S hr) of 85 dB.

K.5 Noise Exposure "in the Transportation IndustrX

This section presents estimates of the oocupatlonal exposure to

noise of operators of commercial Kircraft, trucks, buses, rail

locomotives, and rapid transit cars. Even less data are avail-

able for these operators than are available in other indus-

tries. However, preliminary estimates have been developed

based on extrapolations from the available data. In general,

average noise levels at either the operator position or in a

location not too far from the operator position are available

[K.27, K.28, K.29, E.30, K.31, K.32, K.33, K.34, K.35, K.36,

K.37]. Data for the number of operators were available for

some modes of transportation but had to be developed for other

modes [K.38, K.39, K.40, K._I, K._2, K.43_. The average dura-

tion of exposure was estimated for each of the operators [K.40,

K.45, K.46]. The Lsq (8 _r) was derived from _he average

sound level, the estimated number of hours of annual exposure,

and a total of 1880 hr in a 2ear.

Table K.12 summsrizes the estJ.mates of the A-weighted sound

level, the annual exposure, the Leq (8 hr), and the popula-

tion exposed. The operators with exposures greater than an

Leq (8 hr) of 85 dB are the truck drivers and the motormen

and conductors on rapid transit sFstems. Surprisingly, the

personnel in the locomotive cabs do not appear to be exposed to

levels greater than an 5eq (8 hr) of 85 dB. In total,

about 1.934 million operators are exposed _o levels greater

than Leq (8 hr) of 8_ dB.
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TABLE K.12. 'i'R,_NSPORTATIONOCCUPATIONAL NOISE EXPOSURE ESTIMATES

Eu¢ Im_¢ud

A-NoI11la_d
_111111¢SI_svu I

II I. Ol_0_a*tor Alll_ual Etl¢ I_tud

Pu_lLIml £xpnmiru L_¢ (B lit) Pnpulatlon

Ai PttI_iJ'_
I K.27,K. 10,K,44.K,45,K,46]

(:unP_Urc Iat] A Jul:

Cockpll {:rvu 8(11 'J/O}[K,44,K.66 77 35,90_[K.]8]
_l Ight AtL_ndmit_ 851K,27] i201)10,4S] O_ 52,5661"K.1B]

C,_¢kl,lt #',row 95¢* '}OO[K.44,K.46 92 9Of+_
Ftillht ^_tvn_tantu _J4[K,27] 1260[0.45l 92 l/6ff

'l'l_ku (Hmllumand II.avy)

[K. Zll,g. Z,LIC._[J.K.],Ji ')l)[g.ssl 141oJ, 89 1,913,OOO[K.39]

IKI_tIII

[K. 2/.K.St,K./+O]

Cizy (¢,mm,,Lurb,,#) 791K.27] 1801}f0.41)_ 19 143.OOI)[K.401
I-" l,,+.vrcHy 74lK.11_ I7/AIK.4n] 14 24,n0£11K.40]

IK.22,K. 11,K. II,,K. 15,K.6}

Á,_,=_t I w,_ 711[K.3l] 1000 78 75,(_mI'ILAI )

Ihq_ld TrIl,mI t
I K. Z7,g•II,,K. ;17._¢,41]

M.z.r.wm a,,,l ('_,mh._lor. 861K.271 IY7(I 06 ll.Ol_II}¢,4+i]

• Certificated route air carriers o_ly.

TEaClmo_ed from Re_. K.27. Pilots _n Je_ _ircraf_ are farther from the engines, estimate
5 dE leu_ _ml_e In cockpit.

• *EsCJmaced Erom Ref. K,27. PJloC_ _ce closer t¢o noise aource.

T'l'_Llmat'ed frum number of alrcrafc in ReE. K,3B.

_'£he _verage work week Jn the _ranaporCaClon lnd,mt:ry J_ 30,7 houra CK.39]. gattmalce that
drivers _pend 75% oE cJlne In _r==ck,



K.6 Noise Exposure in the Department of Defense

Air Force

Of the 807,000 military (567,000) and civilian (240,000) em-

ployees of the U.S. Air Force in 1980 [K.39], 134,200 were

given annual audiograms in 1980 and are presumably exposed to

levels in excess of 85 dB [K._7]. The details are as follows:

Number of Air Force Personnel

Classification Receiving Audiograms in 1980

Military personnel 106,500

Civilian personnel 27,700

Toes1 13_,200

Army

The Army !mcluded i,I07,000military (757,000)and civilian

(350,000) employees in 1978 [K.39]. Measured noise exposures
for these personnel are unavailable at this time. Preliminary

figures suggest that abou= 500,000 personnel (400,000 military

and i00,000 civilians) are routinely exposed to high sound

levels In excess of 85 dB [K.48].

Navy

In 1978, the Navy included 1,028,000 military (717,000) and

civilian (311,000) employees [K.39]. Unfortunately, direct esti-

mates of the noise exposure of Navy personnel are unavailable

[K.49]. AssUming that Navy personnel are exposed to noise

sources similar to those in the Army and Air Force, a preliminary

estimate can be developed. The weighted average percentage of

military personnel in the Army and Air Force exposed =s levels

greater than an Leq (8 hr) of 85 is (400,000 +

106,500)/(757,000 ÷ 567,000) or 38.3_. The weighted average

percentage of civilian personnel in the Army and Air Force

exposed to levels greater than an Leq (8 hr) of 85 is

(i00,000 + 27,700)/(350,000 + 280,000) or 21.6_. Using these
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percentage values for the Navy results in the following

estimates:

Military .383 x 717,000 - 274,611

Civilian .216 x 311,000 = 67,176.

Table K.13 summarizes the exposure of D0D personnel--about

976,000 personnel have estimated exposures greater than an

Leq (8 hr) of 85 dB.

Other

In addlclon, 77,000 non-milltary employees of D0D are in

positions where occupational noise exposure cannot be assessed

_K.39].

K.7 Exposure to ImpactImpulsive Noise

Two studies present estimates of the number of workers exposed

to impulsive type noise. One study, a walk-through surve? of

25 establishments estimates that 2,665,687 workers are exposed

to impulsive noise [K.50]. The level and number of impulses

wsr_ not reported, The second study [K.S1] identifies several

hundred sources of i_pulslve noise for a wide range of

inductrles. This study estimates that 1.200,000 wormers are

directly impacted Dy impulsive noise and that 3,430.000 workers

are indirectly impacted, The peak sound pressure levels ranEed

from 85 to 147 dB with most of the levels greater than 115 dS.

However, no measure of the number of impulses per day per

worker were developed. In addlclon to these workers, bo_h

civilian and military personnel are liMely to be exposed to

impulse noise, particularly _unfire and the manufacturing _ype

of operations used to refurbish military vehicles, ships, and

aircraft.
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TABLE K13. ESTIMATEDOCCUPATIONALNOISE EXPOSUREOF DEPARTMENTOF DEFENSEPERSONNEL.

Total Military Total Civilian Total
Military at Levels Civilian at Levels Total at Levels

Population* >OS dB Population* _85 dB Personnel* >85 dO
Service (thousands) (tl_osands) (thousands) (thousands (thousands) (thousands

r_ Army 757 400.0 350 100.0 1107 500.0

Air Force 567 106.5 260 27,7 807 134.2

Navy 717 274. 6 311 67.2 1020 341.8

Other ...... _ --- 77 0,0
1'eta1 2041 781.1 901 196.9 3019 976

_See Nef. K,39.



The figures from _hese two studies suggest that a mlnlmun of

1.2 to 4.6 million workers are exposed to impulsive noise.

K.8 Summary Of Worker Noise Exposure Estimates

Table K.14 summarizes the exposure estimates developed in the

preceding sections.

TABLE K.14 SLaY OF U.S. POPIP.ATIONEXPOSEDTO Leq (8 hr)
LEVELSOF 85 dB OR EZCHERFROMOCCt_ATIONALSOURCES

Total Number of Peopl<
Total Exposed Co Greater That

Employment EmpIoymsnt an L (8 hr) of 85 dB
A_ea (_houaands) eq(_housauds)

A_riculture 3,600 [R. 1J] 323

H-l.ning 957 [:<.19] _00

Construcclon 4,644 [K. 19] 513

Ma_ufacturlogand
UtiliEy Industrial 21,781 [_.19] 5,124

Transportation 4,345 [K.I9] 1,934

MilltaCy (DOD) 31019 [K.39] 976

Total of These Areas 38,346 9,270

On the basis of the figures in Table K.14 i_ is estimated thac

at least 24_ of the total number of employees in the

industrial, a_rlcultural, transportation and military sectors

are exposed to levels greater than an Leq (8 hr) of 85 dB.
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APPENDIX L. TRANSPORTATION N0_SE EXPOSURE 07 OPERATORS AND

PASSENGERS

L.I Nolse Exposure Model

The analysis of the noise impact on operators and passensers

of transportation Vehicles in nonoecupational situations is

based on

Average nolee levels at the operator/passenger

positions during an !n-use duty cycle

Number of people exposed in the United States

Average duration of their annual exposure.

The annual Leq (24) for each type of equipment is derived

from the average sound level at the operator/passenger's posi-

tion on the tasls o_ the estimated average annual exposure in

hours for that type of equipment.

The following transportation noise sources are assessed:

Aircraft

Automobiles

Trucks

Buses

Motorcycles

Rall Locomsclves and Cars

Rapid Translt Cars.
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L.2 Noise Emission Levels

Noise source levels at the position of operators and passen-

gers have been taken from a number of sources, including the

ErA report on "Passenger Noise Environments of Enclosed

Transportation Systems" [L-I].

Noise in transportation vehicles characteristically rises and

falls in accordance with the duty cycle of the task at hand.

Passengers on city buses are exposed to intermittent noise as

the buses ma_e frequent stops to receive or discharge passen-

gers, whereas much of the passenger's trip on interclty buses

. is spent in the steady-cruise mode+ with corresponding steady

noise levels. In addition, the trip lengths are different

between the two modes. For this study, the averz_s sound

level over a characteristic trip was used, espec ally where

intermittency is the chief characteristic of the node. Only

where the trip consists of relatively long peric_s in cruise

conditions are the maximum power sound levels used to

represent the source level.

L.3 Population Diatributlon

The population exposed to noise in transportation vehicles was

estimated from a number of sources, including transit rider-

ship statistics, auto registrations, and aircraft snplanemenc

figures. The greatest uncertainty is use factors for private-

ly owned and operated vehicles, for which data on observed

driver behavlo_ and personal experience of members of the

population being characterized were used.
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L.4 Noise Exposure Estimates

Table L.I presents estimated noise levels aC passenger and/or

operator locations, annual hours of exposure, and exposed-

population data for operators and passengers of transportation

noise sources in _onoccupatlonal situations, based on these

average estimates. The 24-hour average annual exposure levels

[Leq(24)] shown in the table are computed from the

equation:

Leq(24) - LA + !0 log (H/8760)_ dB, (L.I)

where LA is the A-welghted sound exposure level, H is the

annual number of hours of exposure, and 8760 are number of

hours izl a year.

As an example, for commercial Jets:

Lsq(24) " 85 + i0 log (5/8760) - 85 - 32.4
• 53 dB. (L.2)

These estimates for the impact of transportation system noise

on passengers must be viewed with care. To produce an earl-

mats, it was necessary to use average sound levels and average

annual exposures. EsDeclally dlfflcul_ to estimate, for al-

most all sources, is the number of "repeat riders." For exam-

ple, though statistics are often available on "passenger

miles" Or "total tripe" per year, for many modes of transpor-

batlo_ almost no data are available that show how many times

per year an average passenger uses a particular mode of _rane-

portatlon. Thus, though _he data readily yield bhe total

person-hours of exposure per year, the data do mot show how

mamy people share this total expoaure.
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TABLE t.l. TRANSPORTATION NOISE EXPOSURE DATA AND IMPACT

]_STIMATES (_ONOCCUPATIONAL) .

A-weighted Annual Population

Sound Level Exposure L _4: Exposedsource (dS) (hr) _ _ (* _0')
i i

Airer=f_

CommercieJ. Jet 85 P 53 81.3
[/,-l, L_ [-4,L-_2]

GeneralAv_atlon 9h io0 75 0.37

[_-l,L-Z,H-_31

Helicopters 94 20 68 O.06

AN_omobiZee 75 313 6! 1,=,_.0

Mo_.or."_Zea 9S 150 80 ".. 2
(On road)
[_"8,H'lS,,="_.q ]

#'z_ka 85 18o 68 5.T
(Per so_,al Use)
[H-&,H_,/.,-./.8 ]

_aee

In_erclty 80 9 50 66.

Commu_c." 8_ 500 72 10. u
[H-1,H-IO,5-11,#-1_j

Co=_u_er Ce_s 73 159 56 O.
[ r.-1,_-12,._-I¢ ]

(HeA_7 R_'.I)
[_'ll,H'lR_L"!3,L'l@

NY Cit7 [_t-I_,,_-l._,H-.t.?] 93 229 77 2.0

Other [;-_,H-I_,_-I_] 8_ 22_ 69 3.1_
.
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APPENDIX M. RECREATIONAL NOISE EXPOSURE OF OPERATORS AND

PASSENGERS

M.I Noise Exposure Model

The noise exposure of operators and passengers on recreational

vehicles is modeled in a manner identical to that described

for transportation vehicles (see Appendix L). The following

recreational noise sources are assessed:

Snowmobiles

• .Motorcycles

Pleasure boats

Racing cars•

M°2 Noise Emission Levels

Noise source levels of recreational vehicles have been taken

from data in the open literature. In many cases, data were

available on noise levels at the operator's ear. Auto racine

cars were an exception, and bhe estlmatee are based on pro-

Jectln E the 50-ft sound level back to the interior of the

oar.

As in the case of transportation vehicles, the time history of

noise exposure is Intermlttent_ it is based on the desired use

of the equipment. A distinction can be made, however; the

operator of a recreational vehicle has freedom in selection of

the duty cycle, whereas the operator/passenger of a transpor-

tablom vehicle is restricted to a pattern of actions based on

the trip definition. As a result, there is a greater inac-

curacy in eetlmatlnE the average noise level durln_ exposure

of an operator of a recreational vehicle.
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M.3 No_se Exposure Estimates

Table M.I presents the sound level, annual exposure, and

exposed-populatlon data for each of the recreational noise

sources. The equivalent 24-hour exposure [Leq(24)] is

computed from the equation

Leq(24) - LA + lO log (H/8760), dB, (M.1)

where LA is the A-welghted sound exposure level, H is the

annual number of exposure hours, and 8760 is the number of

hours _n a year.

As an exa_ple_ for snowmobiles

Leq(e4) - 102 ÷ i0 los (80/8760) - lOS - 20.4
= 82 dB. (_I.2)
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TABLE M.I. RECREATIONAL NOISE EXPOSURE DATA AND IMPACT

ESTIMATES.

A-_etghted Annual Population
Sound Leve'l Exposure ea( Exposed

sou,'ce (dR) (hr) L(aB)Z4)(x 10')

SNOWMOBILES [M-I,M-2_ 102 80 82 1.7
M-10]

MOTORCYCLES [M-_,M-4, 100 80 80 2.6

(off-road)

MOTORBOATS [M'6,M-8,
t4-7,2441]*

< lO bp 88 1oo 69 11.2

10-50 hp 85 I00 66 12,9

> 5o hp 88 100 69 8,9

Inboard/outboard 91 100 72 2,3

Inbocrd 8_ 100 65 b.T

AUTO PACING [M-8]
Oval Track Racing 105 10J' 86 O.0_

Drag Racing
Not Supercharged 122 1 83 0.08

Drag Racing
Supercharged i_'0 O.4 97 O.01

Spores Car Racing 105 138 87 0_'

Trac%or Pulls ll5 _2 92 O.01

t M_torboa¢ source levels based on 50_ of time at full thro_tle, _05 of
time at half thrc_tle.

t Less than 5000.
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